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This Information Paper is intended to provide a comprehensive resource for anyone 
interested in: 

• facts and figures about the so-called ‘Access Card’ proposal 

• what is clear – and what is unclear – about the proposal  

• what some of the implications of the proposal might be, and 

• what questions should be asked of the Government to find out more 
 
This Information Paper will be revised regularly as we obtain more information about 
what is proposed under the auspices of the so-called ‘Access Card’ proposal.  Version 
1 of this Paper was published in July 2006. 
 
Updated versions will be made available at www.privacy.org.au. 
 
Community organisations are encouraged to reproduce material from this paper for 
their members or constituencies, with appropriate attribution. 
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Introduction to this Information Paper 
 
The Australian Privacy Foundation was founded in 1987, by individuals opposed to the national 
ID card then proposed, the ‘Australia Card’. 
 
Our objectives include protecting the privacy rights of Australians, by means of research, 
awareness, education and campaigns; and focussing public attention on emerging issues and 
technologies that pose a threat to the freedom and privacy of Australians. 
 
To that end, we have developed this Information Paper about the current proposed national ID 
card, the so-called ‘Access Card’.   
 
Despite being billed as the biggest IT project ever to be undertaken in Australia, few details are 
yet known about how the system would work.  The KPMG-prepared ‘business case’ was heavily 
censored before its release; the Privacy Impact Assessment commissioned by the Government 
has not been released at all.  Most of what we know is from scattered press releases, media 
reports and answers given to inquiring Senators in Parliament, and the work of the Consumer & 
Privacy Taskforce. 
 
From what we do know so far, we believe the proposal, as it stands today, will result in a 
national ID card system, impacting significantly and deeply on every Australian’s life. 
 
Our aim with this Information Paper is therefore to highlight the many questions that must be 
asked of – and answered by - the Australian Government, so that Australians can fully 
appreciate all the proposal’s implications – costs, benefits, privacy impacts, and social impacts.  
Only then can we have an informed debate about whether or not this proposal should proceed. 
 
We believe that every Australian has the right to consistently ask these questions of the 
Government.  These are also questions that we hope the media, the Australian Privacy 
Commissioners, and the Parliamentary Opposition will take up and pursue.   
 
However in particular, we believe that the principal and urgent task of the Consumer and 
Privacy Taskforce, headed by Professor Allen Fels, is to get the answers to these questions, 
and make them available to the public. 
 
The Australian Privacy Foundation will continue to ask these questions until we get answers. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
About the Australian Privacy Foundation 
 
The Australian Privacy Foundation is the leading non-governmental organisation dedicated to 
protecting the privacy rights of Australians.  We aim to focus public attention on emerging 
issues which pose a threat to the freedom and privacy of Australians. 
 
Since 1987 the Australian Privacy Foundation has led the defence of the rights of individuals to 
control their personal information and to be free of excessive intrusions.  We use the Australian 
Privacy Charter as a benchmark against which laws, regulations and privacy invasive initiatives 
can be assessed.   
 
For further information about us see www.privacy.org.au 
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Glossary of terms 
 
Bill No. 1 debates Commonwealth of Australia, House of Representatives, second 

reading debate on the Human Services (Enhanced Service Delivery) 
Bill 2007, 26 and 27 February 2007 

 

CSA the Child Support Agency, part of the Department of Human Services 

 

DHS Department of Human Services – incorporating Medicare Australia, 
Centrelink, the Child Support Agency, Australian Hearing, CRS 
Australia (Commonwealth Rehabilitation Service), and Health 
Services Australia 

 

DVA Department of Veterans’ Affairs 

 

DVS the Document Verification Service, a project being developed which is 
intended to enable real-time, online checking of the validity of identity 
documents such as birth certificates, passports, citizenship certificates 
and drivers’ licences 

 

KPMG Report Department of Human Services, Health and Social Services Smart 
Card Initiative, Volume 1: Business Case, KPMG, February 2006, 
Public Extract released June 2006 

 

May 2006 Budget 
Estimates 

Commonwealth of Australia, Senate, Finance and Public 
Administration Legislation Committee, Budget Estimates, Canberra, 
Proof Committee Hansard, 25 May 2006.   

Evidence was given by Mr Geoff Leeper, Acting Secretary, 
Department of Human Services, and Mr Graham Bashford, Acting 
Head, Office of Access Card. 

 

May 2007 Budget 
Estimates 

Commonwealth of Australia, Senate, Finance and Public 
Administration Legislation Committee, Budget Estimates, Canberra, 
Proof Committee Hansard, 24 May 2007.   

Evidence was given by Helen Williams, Secretary, Department of 
Human Services, Kerri Hartland, Deputy Secretary, Department of 
Human Services, and Marie Johnson, Chief Technology Architect, 
Office of Access Card. 

 

October 2006 Budget 
Estimates 

Commonwealth of Australia, Senate, Finance and Public 
Administration Legislation Committee, Budget Estimates, Canberra, 
Proof Committee Hansard, 31 October 2006.   

Evidence was given by Patricia Scott, Secretary, Department of 
Human Services, and Kerri Hartland, Deputy Secretary, Department 
of Human Services. 

 

Register the name of the proposed national population database to underpin 
the Card system – previously known as the SCRS 
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SCRS Secure Customer Registration Service – the former name of the 
Register 

 

Senate Inquiry Report Commonwealth of Australia, Senate, Finance and Public 
Administration Committee, Inquiry into the Human Services 
(Enhanced Service Delivery) Bill, 15 March 2007. 

 

Senate Inquiry 
transcript 

Commonwealth of Australia, Senate, Finance and Public 
Administration Committee, Inquiry into the Human Services 
(Enhanced Service Delivery) Bill, Proof Committee Hansard, Sydney 2 
March 2007, Melbourne 5 March 2007, and Canberra 6 March 2007 

 

Taskforce Discussion 
Paper # 1 

Access Card Consumer and Privacy Taskforce, Discussion Paper No. 
1: The Australian Government Health and Social Services Access 
Card, 15 June 2006 

 

Taskforce Discussion 
Paper # 2 

Access Card Consumer and Privacy Taskforce, Discussion Paper No. 
2: Voluntary Medical and Emergency Information, 21 February 2007 

 

Taskforce Discussion 
Paper # 3 

Access Card Consumer and Privacy Taskforce, Discussion Paper No. 
3: Registration, 23 March 2007 

 

Taskforce Report # 1 Access Card Consumer and Privacy Taskforce, Report No. 1: Issues 
and Recommendations in relation to Architecture Questions of the 
Access Card, September 2006. 
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Project rationale and claims 
 
 

Project objectives 
 
Q: What is the primary objective of the so-called ‘Access Card’ proposal? 
 

The project is described as intending to use “smart card technology to improve the 
access to - and delivery of - health and social services benefits for Australians”

1
. 

 
The KPMG-prepared ‘business case’ states: “The primary intent of the initiative of which 
a new card is part, is to improve service delivery by improving upfront access to 
services and entitlements, making the system more efficient, easier to use and less 
vulnerable to fraud”

2
. 

 
When questioned in the Senate, officials suggested that “customer convenience” was 
the main driving force, not “savings”

3
. 

 
Likewise the Consumer and Privacy Taskforce describes the Government’s argument 
for the proposal as because “it benefits consumers and it improves Government service 
delivery”

4
. 

 
Yet the only quantified benefits in the ‘business case’ prepared for the Government 
related to projected savings by reducing welfare fraud, and KPMG recommended that 
the system be made compulsory, because it would not otherwise create a “sound value 
proposition”

5
. 

 
Even the Consumer and Privacy Taskforce says that the “reduction or elimination” of 
losses caused by fraud (whether provider fraud or recipient fraud)“ is a key secondary 
driver for the implementation of the access card”

6
. 

 
 
Q: Are there any limits on the project’s objectives? 
 

It seems not.  When repeatedly asked to confirm that the project’s core objectives were 
“facilitating access to Commonwealth welfare (and) fighting (Commonwealth) fraud”, the 
Department head refuse to agree, adding “These cards are also used to access a full 
range of other benefits”

7
.  Those other ‘benefits’ appear to be using the card in an 

unlimited range of non-Commonwealth related applications, such as an all-purpose 
identity document, and/or proof of concession document, in an unlimited range of 
government and business sectors. 

 
 
Q: What evidence is there that Australians currently lack any ‘access’ to health benefits or social 
services because of the absence of a smartcard? 
 
 
Q: If this project is about improving “access to - and delivery of - health and social services 
benefits”, why didn’t the Government first ask recipients of those benefits how their customer 
experience might best be improved? 
 

                                                
1
 Office of Access Card website, http://www.humanservices.gov.au/access/index.htm 

2
 KPMG Report, p.3 

3
 May 2006 Budget Estimates, p.88 

4
 Taskforce Discussion Paper # 1, p.9 

5
 KPMG Report, p.10 

6
 Taskforce Discussion Paper # 1, p.29 

7
 Senate Inquiry transcript, 6 March 2007, p.99. 
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Q: How can the Government say that delivery of services will be ‘improved’ if no services will be 
delivered to people without a so-called access card from 2010? 
 

In a tortured piece of rhetoric, the KPMG business case says that the proposal will 
improve “service access by ensuring that consumers are able to authenticate who they 
are and demonstrate their entitlement to services, thereby strengthening the integrity of 
program outlays” – meaning the ‘proof of identity’ bar will be set higher, so some people 
will lose their access to benefits

8
. 

 
So the Government is saying that included under the umbrella objective of “improving 
customer service” is actually reducing the number of people claiming benefits, which 
saves the Government money.  This is not about improving the quality or efficiency of 
customer service at the level of the individual – and for people without the card, there 
will be no service at all. 

 
 
Q: Is this proposal really only about ‘access’ to the services or benefits provided to people 
through DHS and DVA? 
 

No, it’s also about financial savings for both DHS and DVA, revenue collection by the 
DHS via the CSA, and creating an all-purpose ID card for both government and 
business to use. 
 
One of the DHS agencies that doesn’t get mentioned much in the Government’s 
literature on the proposal is the Child Support Agency.  While the first Minister Joe 
Hockey concurrently announced several other initiatives (such as video surveillance 
and data-matching with Centrelink) to crack down on what he termed “deadbeat dads” 
who avoid paying child support, he was remarkably quiet on how this proposal for a 
national ID card, and a national population register listing family relationships and 
dependents, will affect those perhaps unwilling ‘clients’ of the CSA. 
 
Non-custodial parents don’t receive “services” or “benefits” from the CSA – they provide 
money to it.  We’re not saying that’s a bad thing – but the Government should be more 
honest about its description of this proposal than suggesting it is only about ‘access’ to 
‘benefits’. 

 
 
Q: If the Card is supposed to improve the delivery of services to the ‘customers’ of DHS and 
DVA, why would the Government need to bother making it compulsory – won’t the customer 
benefits be enough to make people want one? 

 
When a trial of the Medicare smartcard was rolled out in Tasmania on an optional basis, 
only 1% of the population took it up.  The Government has now cancelled the project, 
without formally evaluating why there was such a low rate of take-up.  Anecdotal 
evidence suggests people could not see the benefits to themselves, or found it too 
expensive to enrol, as they needed to obtain original copies of their birth certificates

9
. 

 
When a Government needs to prop up a new method of ‘service delivery’ by making it 
compulsory, you know the idea is already in trouble. 
 
Making the Card and registration compulsory is of course not about delivering benefits 
to the individual – it is about creating a national ID Card and national population 
database.  It is intended to make the Government’s life easier, not ours. 

 
 
Q: What lessons did the Government learn from the Tasmanian Medicare smartcard trial? 
 
 

                                                
8
 KPMG Report, p.3 

9
 May 2006 Budget Estimates, p.125. 
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Q: Why hasn’t the Government done a formal evaluation of the Tasmanian Medicare smartcard 
trial? 
 
 
Q: Will the Government do a feasibility pilot of the so-called Access Card, on a voluntary basis, 
but with thorough evaluation against stated criteria? 
 

Probably not, given the first Minister’s view that “pilots are for planes”, not technology 
projects

10
. 

 
 

Claims about improving customer service 
 
Q: How will individual Australians (‘customers’ or ‘consumers’) actually benefit? 
 

The Consumer and Privacy Taskforce has said the Government needs to address “the 
question of how exactly consumers will benefit” from the proposal

11
. 

 
 
Q: What claims are made about improving customer service? 
 

The KPMG Report suggests that the improvements to customer service delivery that 
will arise from the so-called access card are: 

• replacing 17 cards with one 

• enabling people to only register once for all DHS / DVA services, and only 
having to notify once of each change of address or other details 

• enabling online service delivery (i.e. the card as a user authentication device) 

• enabling ‘on-the-spot’ confirmation of concession status (including PSB safety 
net status) 

• could be used as an ‘electronic purse’, so customers could withdraw Centrelink 
payments (one-off disaster relief entitlements, or other “specified funds”) from 
an ATM or EFTPOS machine 

• could contain optional additional information such as allergies, drug alerts, 
chronic diseases, organ donor status, immunisation records, emergency 
contact details and health service provider details 

• can be used as an all-purpose ‘proof of identity’ card
12

. 
 

It should be noted that only four of these alleged benefits actually relate to customer 
service transactions with DHS or DVA – the other three relate to transactions conducted 
with third parties, from other government agencies, to banks, to any business that wants 
to see photo ID. 

 
 

Replacing 17 cards 
 
Q: What are the 17 cards to be replaced? 

 
“the current Medicare card, Medicare Australia Organ Donor Registration card, 
Medicare Reciprocal Health Care Agreement card, PBS Safety Net Entitlement card, 
PBS Concession Card, Cleft Lip and Palate card, Centrelink Pensioner Concession 

                                                
10

 Speech by Joe Hockey to the Australian Smart Cards Summit 2006, 28 June 2006, at 
http://www.accesscard.gov.au/speeches/060628_smart_card_summit_transcript.pdf  
11

 Taskforce Discussion Paper # 1, p.18 
12

 KPMG Report, p.10. 
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card, Centrelink Healthcare card, Centrelink Foster Child Care card, Centrelink Low 
Income Healthcare card, Centrelink Commonwealth Seniors card, Centrelink Electronic 
Benefit Transfer, DVA Gold Repatriation Health card, DVA White Repatriation Health 
card, DVA Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits card, War Widow/Widow's Transport 
Concession card and the Office of Hearing Services voucher”

13
. 

 
 

Q: Why is making everyone get a new card more ‘convenient’ or ‘efficient’? 
 

A major selling point for the Government is that 17 cards will be replaced with one.  Yet 
its own business case warns the Government:  “It is important not to overstate the 
problems of multiple cards”

14
. 

 
 
Q: How big a problem is this: how many people have all 17 cards now?  16? 15? … 

 
The Government hasn’t said, but we suspect no one person has even 8 or 10 of the 
cards to be replaced, let alone anything close to 17. 
 
 

Q: How many people hold more than 2 or 3 of these 17 cards? 
 
The 1.9 million aged pensioners in Australia “are highly likely to have three to four 
cards”

15
. 

 
 

Q: At any given time or in any given year, how many adults are in receipt of benefits from DHS 
and/or DVA (i.e. relating to the 16 cards) other than Medicare? 
 

About half the population: 8 million adults, or 12 million Australians including children, 
receive some form of social security payment, not counting Medicare, in any given 
year

16
.  However not all these people actually have or need one of the 16 non-Medicare 

cards to be replaced. 
 
About 22% of people aged over 15 have social security payments as their principal 
source of income (e.g. the aged pension), while the remaining 28% receive payments 
on top of their principal income (e.g. the baby bonus)

17
. 

 
 
Q: At any given time or in any given year, what % of adults hold (or are listed on) only a 
Medicare card (i.e. do not hold any of the other 16 cards)? 
 

Roughly half the adult population receive no social security payment, and so are only 
customers, or potential customers, of Medicare.  However the total figure is likely much 
higher than just half, since many recipients of ancillary social security payments, such 
as the baby bonus, do not actually get a Centrelink card as a result, and therefore still 
only have a Medicare card. 
 
While around 3.5 million people do not access any Medicare service in a twelve month 
period, it is “highly likely most people in this group (have) a current Medicare card”, 
because “Medicare is a universal system”

18
. 

 
 
Q: Why does the majority of the population which receives no social security payment, and/or 
has only one of the 17 cards (the Medicare card), need this new card at all? 

                                                
13

 Fact Sheet (Supporting Information), DHS website, as at May 2006. 
14

 KPMG Report, p.5. 
15

 KPMG Report, p.5. 
16

 KPMG Report, p.11. 
17

 KPMG Report, p.11. 
18

 KPMG Report, p.62. 
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The Government’s business case says the so-called access card “will bring several 
attractive benefits” to adults who receive social security payments

19
. 

 
However the report struggles to explain how the majority of the population will benefit at 
all, let alone justify why the card needs to be compulsory: 

• “they will only have to register for their health and social services once” – this 
ignores the fact that we are talking about people who don’t access social 
services, only health benefits, and are already registered for those health 
benefits, with an existing Medicare card 

• “they will be able to have vital personal information such as their emergency 
contact information in a safe accessible environment” – this flimsy use of one of 
the optional features of the proposal, to justify why the proposal should be 
compulsory for the majority of the population, ignores both the fact that “a safe 
accessible environment” is an oxymoron, and that people could achieve the 
same objective with a laminated piece of paper in their wallets, instead of a 
massive government database – and of course this feature of the proposal has 
since been dropped anyway 

• “they will have a more valuable POI to gain access to other services” – this of 
course has nothing to do with improving customer service related to health or 
social security benefits, and suggests a level of demand for an all-purpose 
national ID card that we contend does not exist. 

 
 

Single customer record 
 
Q: How will a single customer record benefit me when I change my address? 
 

A major selling point for the Government is that when you move address, or change 
your circumstances, you will only need to notify one agency, instead of many

20
. 

 
“When your details change, for example if you move house, you'll be able to update 
your information through a portal online at home or by visiting one Government office––
whatever is most convenient. The card will then be updated to reflect the change when 
you next put it into a Government terminal”

21
. 

 
However since the original announcement about the so-called access card, DHS has 
already developed a project called “single-sign-on”, which launched in 2006.  This is a 
website that provides a single point of access to Centrelink, Medicare and the Child 
Support Agency, allowing customers to send a ‘change of address’ or ‘change of 
circumstance’ notification to all three agencies at once

22
. 

 
Furthermore the federal Government has more recently announced an even more 
ambitious project to allow a ‘single change of address’ system, in which people who 
register a change of address at one government agency “will be able to have their new 
details automatically carried through to all others – including state registries and local 
councils”

23
.  This project, instituted as part of Public Service Commissioner Peter 

Shergold’s various IT reforms, extends well beyond the DHS / DVA agencies, to also 
include the ATO and FACS, and potentially state and local government as well.  This 
‘single change of address’ system is unrelated to the proposed Access Card. 
 
 

                                                
19

 KPMG Report, p.11. 
20

 Family case study, DHS website, as at May 2006. 
21

 Joe Hockey speech to the AMA National Conference, 27 May 2006. 
22

 “Smartcard not so clever: fraudster”, Sydney Morning Herald, 16 May 2006; implementation confirmed 
by Office of Access Card Chief Technology Architect Marie Johnston, May 2007 Budget Estimates, p.95.. 
23

 “An IT revolution for taxpayers”, Australian Financial Review, 17 October 2006, p.29. 
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Q: If a single customer sign-on has already been launched (without a smartcard) to enable 
single ‘change of address’ or ‘change of circumstance’ notifications, why do we need the so-
called access card as well? 
 
 
Q: If a single customer record is the best benefit for individual customers of the various 
agencies, why not just implement this feature on an optional basis, without needing a 
smartcard? 
 
 
Q: How else might a single customer record make life easier? 
 

The Government has claimed that the proposal for a single customer record (held in the 
Register) will “make it easier to do business with Government by such improvements as 
pre-populating certain forms (i.e. sending out forms with some of the consumer’s 
personal details already included on them)”

24
. 

 
However this practice of mailing out pre-printed forms to customers, used for some 
years by financial institutions (e.g. when encouraging customers to sign up for more 
credit cards, insurance policies, etc) has been criticised as posing increased risks of 
identity theft through mail interceptions.  Stealing mail from letter boxes, and using the 
details obtained to steal the recipient’s identity in order to open new accounts or access 
the funds of legitimate account holders, was a key method used by a recently-
discovered organised crime ring

25
. 

 
 
Q: What is the estimated risk of increasing identity theft if this proposal for increasing ‘customer 
convenience’ by pre-populating forms is introduced? 
 
 

Faster service delivery 
 
Q: What type of ‘efficiency benefits’ are likely to come about under this proposal? 
 

The Government claims that around 580,000 people each year queue at a Centrelink 
office, only to find they have the wrong documents they need to claim a benefit

26
.  The 

implication is that the so-called access card will ‘solve’ this problem. 
 
The Government also claims that there will be time savings of 3.5 minutes for each of 
the 2.9 million face-to-face interactions each year with customers presenting new claims 
at a Medicare or Centrelink office.  However these time savings have been calculated 
based on Centrelink staff estimates, not on the basis of demonstrated experience in the 
application of smartcard technologies elsewhere

27
.  It is not clear whether this time 

estimate takes into account the time delays involved when error rates attributable to the 
particular biometric technology being proposed. 
 
  

Q: What % of the 580,000 people who have the wrong documents relates to people who 
present with the wrong documents about their identity - as opposed to people who present with 
the wrong documents about eligibility such as level of income or assets? 
 
 
Q: What estimate has been made of the number of people who would still forget to bring their 
so-called access card with them, and thus still have a wasted trip to Centrelink? 
 
 

                                                
24

 Taskforce Discussion Paper # 1, p.9. 
25

 “Vigilant teller unmasks major identity theft ring”, Sydney Morning Herald, 12 July 2006. 
26

 Fact Sheet (Financial Case), DHS website, as at May 2006. 
27

 KPMG Report, p.5. 
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Q: Will the so-called access card mean people can reduce their visits or phone calls to 
Centrelink? 
 

Probably not: “while a person will need to only register once and prove their identity 
once, they will need to continually provide relevant asset, income and family 
composition information as per the existing policies of DHS agencies”; and the “majority 
of service settings will be face-to-face”

28
. 

 
 

Enabling new modes of service delivery 
 
Q: Will the ‘efficiency benefits’ include enabling online service delivery? 
 

That is one of the proposed benefits. 
 
To date only 2% of DHS customers use online channels

29
.  One of the problems with 

both online and telephone interactions is the need to provide authentication.  
Centrelink’s current system of “secret questions and answers” (SQA) do not provide the 
two-factor authentication and non-repudiation now required under the Australian 
Government’s Authentication Framework

30
. 

 
However it is anticipated that even with the card, the “majority of service settings will be 
face-to-face”

31
.  Online service delivery using a smartcard depends on the user having a 

smartcard reader attached to their PC – which will only slowly become commonplace. 
 
 

Q: Will the ‘efficiency benefits’ include the ability to get instant Medicare rebates at the doctor’s 
office? 
 

The first Minister Joe Hockey met with the big four banks to discuss using their 
transaction systems to process Medicare transactions such as bulk billing refunds and 
concession entitlement refunds using EFTPOS

32
. 

 
He also promised doctors “a new claiming system that will deliver improved patient and 
doctor convenience … with the introduction of the access card there is now a 
compelling argument for the expenditure necessary to make electronic claiming work”

33
. 

 
However the Australian Government Department of Health & Ageing has also said that 
its “Broadband for Health” program is partly about enabling “swipe and go” technology, 
so that patients can swipe both their Medicare card and their bank card at the doctor’s 
office, to receive instant Medicare rebates and thus eliminate the need to visit a 
Medicare Australia shop front

34
. 

 
Furthermore in August 2006 the Prime Minister announced plans – unrelated to the 
Access Card proposal – that from 2007 patients will be able to swipe their credit cards 
at the surgery to both pay their doctor, and to trigger payment of the Medicare rebate 
back to them from the Government.  Prime Minister Howard said “it’s literally a case of 
swipe and you are off”

35
.  It has also been suggested that the ‘swipe ‘n go’ system will 

work with debit cards by adapting the banks’ EFTPOS system
36

. 
 

                                                
28

 KPMG Report, pp.3, 20. 
29

 KPMG Report, p.6. 
30

 KPMG Report, p.6. 
31

 KPMG Report, p.20. 
32

 “Banks set to reap rewards of smartcard”, Australian Financial Review, 2 June 2006, p.3. 
33

 Joe Hockey speech to the AMA National Conference, 27 May 2006. 
34

 Presentation by Tam Shepherd, E-health branch of the Department of Health & Ageing, to the CHF E-
health national information workshop, Canberra, 29 May 2006. 
35

 “Medicare refund to patients in one swipe”, Sydney Morning Herald, 14 August 2006, p.5. 
36

 “An IT revolution for taxpayers”, Australian Financial Review, 17 October 2006, p.29. 
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Q: If there is a pre-existing commitment and program to delivering on-the-spot Medicare refunds 
at the point of health service, why is this so-called access card necessary to deliver the same 
‘efficiency’ benefit? 
 
 
Q: Will the so-called access card be used to change welfare payments so that they carry 
restrictions, such as only allowing the purchase of groceries or payment of rent and utilities 
bills?  

 
DHS has said that the card could potentially be used in the future to allow welfare 
payments to carry restrictions, such as only allowing the purchase of groceries or direct 
debiting rent or utilities bills, but not to be used for cigarettes or alcohol

37
. 

 
 

Obtaining concession entitlements 
 
Q: How will the card improve people’s ability to obtain their concession entitlements? 
 
 

Obtaining disaster relief 
 
Q: How will emergency/disaster relief be ‘delivered’ through the so-called access card? 
 

It was originally suggested that “Centrelink … will be able to download small amounts of 
money onto the card which the customer can go and recover from an ATM”

38
. 

 
We asked why downloading stored value to an ID card would be any better than directly 
depositing money into the bank accounts of existing Centrelink customers.  The 
Government’s response is that not everyone affected by a disaster will be an existing 
Centrelink customer whose bank account details are known to Centrelink.  Fair enough. 

  
However it seems that the idea of the Access Card working as a stored value card has 
since been scrapped.  It was more recently suggested that an Emergency Payments 
Number would be recorded on the chip in the card, and that this would link to a 
Government bank account.  In the event of an emergency affecting residents of a 
particular geographical area, Centrelink would identify affected residents based on the 
address or postcode recorded in the Register, and the next time those residents put 
their Access Card into a reader, and that reader was connected online to the Register, 
the chip would be updated to turn ‘on’ the Emergency Payments Number switch, to say 
that this card-holder is entitled to $X.  The card could then be used at either ATMs or in 
retail outlets to either purchase goods or withdraw cash

39
. 

 
 

Q: If ATMs and retailers in the local area are not smartcard chip-enabled – as many are not – 
how will this work? 
 
 
Q: If ATMs and retailers’ smartcard machines are not operating at all, or cannot connect to the 
central Register due to power failures caused by a flood or cyclone, how will the disaster relief 
be delivered? 
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It can’t be delivered if there is no power
40

. 
 
 
Q: If an Access Card has not been PIN protected, what will stop people fraudulently using other 
peoples’ cards to obtain disaster relief? 
 
 
Q: What exactly does the Government mean by ‘disaster relief’ – is it cash or goods? 
 

It has been suggested that instead of cash payments to people affected by natural 
disasters, such as Cyclone Larry, ‘stored value’ would instead be ‘downloaded’ onto 
your Access Card, if you lived in the affected area.  That value could then be used to 
draw cash from an ATM or EFTPOS. 
 
It has also been suggested that the stored value could be used to purchase groceries at 
major retailers such as Coles and Woolworths – but not cigarettes or alcohol

41
. 

 
 
Q: Is this feature genuinely part of the proposal? 

 
Although this component was one of the features that added up to a “sound value 
proposition” in the view of KPMG, evidence from Departmental officials suggested a 
lack of certainty about whether this feature might work at all, let alone clarity about how 
it would work.  One official said: “there is not necessarily an expression of intent.  We 
are just noting that the technology supports its use as an electronic wallet, should 
government choose to do that”

42
. 

 
 
Q: How many people receive disaster relief each year? 
 
 
Q: How many people who receive disaster relief are not already customers of DHS or DVA? 
 
 

Additional optional features 
 
Q: What ‘optional’ features are being promised? 
 

The Government has said that card-holders will be able to choose optional information 
to store on the card, such as “emergency contact details, allergies, health alerts, chronic 
illnesses, immunisation information or organ donor status”

43
. 

 
While this information may be useful in an emergency, it can also include very sensitive 
health information and other personal information.  This poses privacy and data security 
risks, which are unlikely to be strictly controlled – the Government will likely just say, “if 
you don’t like it, don’t use this feature”. 
 
However by mid 2007 the Government appeared to be backing away from offering this 
feature at all, and it remains to be seen whether this feature will eventuate in the 
legislation intended to be debated later in 2007 or 2008. 

 
 
Q: What medical information will be included? 
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The consumer and privacy taskforce has said that deciding “what specific health and 
emergency data might be listed on the card is a considerably more complex matter than 
might have been anticipated”

44
.  The taskforce itself “does not feel competent to state” 

what information is “absolutely necessary” in emergency situations, although it has 
already rejected ideas such as blood type and HIV status

45
. 

 
 

Q: What research has been done into the efficacy or utility of storing this information on a chip 
inside a ‘secure’ card which needs a reader to access it, as opposed to say a laminated piece of 
paper kept in one’s wallet? 
 

It would appear the Government has not given consideration to low-tech means of 
achieving the same objective, such as a separate laminated card kept in your wallet and 
never used except in emergencies. 
 
The consumer and privacy taskforce has also said that they “need to be mindful” of 
“already well established schemes which record emergency health information, such as 
the Medic Alert bracelet/pendant system”

46
. 

 
 
Q: If this health information is stored in the ‘public’ area of the chip, who else will be able to see 
and copy or capture it? 
 

The consumer and privacy taskforce has said that for access to the health information 
to work in emergency situations, this information cannot be protected by a PIN.  The 
taskforce warned that “cardholders … must accept that they are putting sensitive 
personal information … into the public domain … for the very first time”

47
. 

 
Therefore presumably everyone with a card reader – from government officials to bus 
ticket sellers – will be able to read your health information every time you use your card. 

 
KPMG also noted that “anything stored in the ‘public zone’ is potentially vulnerable to 
being captured electronically without the permission of cardholders”

48
. 

 
The consumer and privacy taskforce also referred to access to the emergency health 
information by “law enforcement authorities”, without explaining why this would be 
necessary

49
. 

 
 

Q: What research has been done into whether emergency personnel such as paramedics or 
accident & emergency staff would actually read and rely on medical information presented on a 
smartcard, as opposed to simply treating a patient based on presenting symptoms? 
 

The Australian Medical Association (AMA) has raised safety concerns over the reliability 
of health information recorded voluntarily on the so-called access card, noting “it could 
be risky for the medical professional to rely on that information in an emergency, 
particularly where  a patient is unconscious or unable to confirm details”

50
. 

 
 

Claims about welfare fraud and identity fraud 
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Welfare fraud 
 
Q: What % of the estimated up to $3 billion in financial savings relates to reducing “welfare 
fraud”? 
 

The Government has claimed that “KPMG has found that the introduction of the access 
card would lead to substantial cost savings from improved efficiencies, and a reduction 
in identity fraud, abuse of concession entitlements and errors.  KPMG estimate the 
savings could be as much as $3 billion over ten years”

51
. 

 
The KPMG Report itself says that “fraud savings could range from at least $1.6 billion to 
$3 billion over a ten year period”

52
.  However details are not provided of where those 

savings will come from.  Nonetheless it would appear that those savings all relate to 
savings to the Commonwealth Government, through reduced fraud, not savings to other 
parties such as State governments or businesses through reduced abuse of concession 

entitlements in other settings
53

. 
 
 
Q: Is the $3 billion estimate about all welfare-fraud reduction proposals, or just the smartcard? 
 

The language in the KPMG Report is a little hazy on this point.  It doesn’t actually make 
the direct claim that this proposal will generate $1.6 to $3 billion in financial savings for 
the Government. 
 
So is not clear whether the claimed $1.6 to $3 billion relates only to this so-called 
access card initiative, or to the sum total of savings that could be achieved if all fraud 
was resolved:  “KPMG have provided ongoing advice to the Australian Government that 
fraud savings could range from at least $1.6 billion to $3 billion over a ten year 
period”

54
. 

 
However the then Minister Joe Hockey answered “Yes” when asked directly: “I wonder 
whether the minister can confirm that the $3 billion over 10 years is specifically and 
directly related to the introduction of the smartcard”

55
. 

 
 
Q: What % of the health and welfare budget is affected by welfare fraud? 
 

We don’t know. 
 
The projected maximum potential savings of $3 billion is “a relatively marginal trim”, 
representing only 0.3 to 0.4% of the total annual outlays

56
.  (One Government MP 

speaking in favour of the proposal mistakenly claimed that this represented “3% of our 
total health and welfare expenditure”

57
.) 

 
 
Q: What % of welfare fraud across the DHS and DVA agencies relates to Medicare, versus the 
other benefit agencies? 
 

The Australian Federal Police Commissioner, Mick Keelty, has noted that Medicare 
cards are used in about 50% of cases of identity fraud

58
.  However this comment 

appears to relate to the use of Medicare cards as common ‘evidence of identity’ cards, 
used as ‘breeder documents’ when creating a false identity for any number of purposes, 
which may not result in fraud against the Commonwealth – or indeed fraud at all.  (For 
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example, a fake identity might be used to commit a fraud against a bank, or to engage 
in under-age drinking, neither of which involve a fraud against the Commonwealth.) 
 
Nonetheless Government speakers on the first Bill were somewhat confused about this, 
with one claiming that the Federal Police’s figures suggested that “50 per cent of fraud 
against the Commonwealth is committed in Medicare transactions”

59
. 

 
In fact Departmental officials have said that rather than fraud against the Medicare 
budget, “the bulk of the savings would come from Centrelink customers”

60
. 

 
 
Q: Given the bulk of identified welfare fraud comes from Centrelink, what % of the fraud relates 
to the deliberate supply of incorrect information about identity (identity fraud), as opposed to 
incorrect information about eligibility (e.g. level of income or assets)? 

 
In 2005-06, according to a Centrelink official, there were 2,822 convictions recorded in 
relation to social security fraud, with associated savings of $34.3 million

61
. 

 
However that official was not able to say what proportion of these convictions or savings 
related to eligibility-based fraud. 

 
 
Q: Are the estimated financial savings from reducing welfare fraud only in relation to identity 
fraud (as opposed to eligibility fraud)? 
 

The KPMG Report appears to collapse both categories into its estimates; for example it 
claims that the biggest gains are likely to include the “reduction of fraudulent claims for 
benefits from Centrelink through non-disclosure of changed personal circumstances”

62
. 

 
We fail to see how the so-called access card will make an impact on people who supply 
incorrect information about their eligibility (e.g. level of income or assets). 
 
This suggests to us that either the financial savings estimates are wrong, or the 
proposed ID card and/or Register is intended to work in conjunction with other, even 
more intrusive methods to also address eligibility fraud. 

 
 
Q: What examples has the Government given of welfare fraud that would be prevented by the 
so-called Access Card? 
 

In the absence of hard facts about how welfare fraud is supposed to be reduced by the 
Access Card, we have instead had the repetition of entertaining but irrelevant anecdotal 
stories from Ministers, Government MPs and Departmental officials – like the one about 
the woman who registered 18 non-existent children (nine sets of twins) to claim benefits 
from Centrelink

63
. 

 
Given her fraud involved real birth certificates, issued after she used stolen hospital 
paperwork to create fraudulent birth verification forms, and there is no proposal to have 
babies individually photographed before the parent’s Access Card is issued, we fail to 
see how the existence of the Access Card would prevent this situation from arising 
again.  If anything, it could possibly make such a fraud easier, as the woman would only 
have to fool one agency to register her non-existent children, instead of fooling two 
agencies as she did (Medicare then Centrelink). 
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Perhaps what should concern Australians most about that example is that the 
Government should be ashamed that its fraud barometers within Centrelink didn’t pick 
this up before she got to her ninth set of twins. 
 
Another example provided is that of a doctor using “stolen identities involving Medicare 
cards” to obtain $2M worth of narcotic medicines, but which the Minister later, in the 
same speech, described as not involving “stolen identities” but actually “false 
identities”

64
.  It is in no way self-evident how the Access Card would prevent this 

scenario. 
 
Only two anecdotal examples have been provided of people obtaining health services to 
which they were not entitled, by using someone else’s Medicare card – one for laser 
eye treatment, and one for a kidney operation

65
. 

 
Another Government MP has claimed that the Access Card “will help prevent … the 
cash economy”, without any evidence for this claim

66
. 

 

Likely impact on identity fraud 
 
Q: How is the so-called Access Card supposed to impact on identity fraud? 
 

The idea is that, by making everyone go through a rigorous new registration process in 
order to get an Access Card, duplicate and fake identities currently found in Medicare 
and Centrelink databases will be purged. 
 
However, since Government officials admitted in February 2007 that the Document 
Verification System (DVS) is now not expected to be operational until 2010

67
, but the 

Government still intends to complete all Access Card registrations between 2008 and 
2010, this fraud-reducing potential has been undermined.  A thorough manual checking 
process simply cannot occur in the few minutes budgeted for each registration for the 
Access Card, which means that paper documents will have to be accepted on their 
face. 
 
The Senate Committee noted the risk that Access Card registrations could be expected 
to actually entrench existing fake identities which have been based on fake foundation 
documents, rather than solve these problems

68
. 

 
 
Q: How will adding photographs impact on welfare fraud? 
 

The Government has stated that “The access card will contain a high quality digital 
photograph, also referred to as a biometric photograph. … A biometric photograph can 
be translated into a mathematical algorithm and used to test for similarity of appearance 
against the biometric photographs of other people….”

69
. 

 
(Note however that the algorithm is not the set of numbers derived from a photograph, it 
is the method for doing the reduction.  The proper term for the reduced biometric 
dataset is a "template".) 

 
 
Q: What % of the estimated financial savings in reducing identity-based welfare fraud are 
expected to be realised by DHS / DVA staff checking that the photograph on the so-called 
access card matches the person presenting before them – either manually (a visual check) or 
automatically (a computerised check against the card and/or database)? 
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Q: How might the so-called access card impact on the wider problem of identity fraud and 
identity theft in Australia? 
 

The KPMG Report predicts a “an initial sharp reduction in fraud and other leakage when 
the new system is implemented”

70
.  However the report provides no analysis beyond 

that point. 
 
The Attorney General has stated that a national ID card “could increase the risk of fraud 
because only one document would need to be counterfeited to establish identity”

71
.  

Furthermore the National Identity Security Strategy, announced in May 2005, is based 
on a recognition that our current system of multiple identity documents should be 
strengthened, not replaced, in order to tackle identity fraud and the crimes it supports. 
 
Indeed the Australian Taxation Office has said the so-called access card will cause a 
rise in identity theft – as creating a new fake identity becomes more difficult, organised 
criminals will instead steal real identities.  Indeed identity theft may even become easier 
to perpetrate with the introduction of the so-called access card - because when you 
reduce a person’s identity to a number, it is easier to steal.  Identity theft is of more 
concern to the Tax Office than identity fraud, accounting for 74% of tax-related identity 
crime

72
. 

 
Australia’s leading criminologist has also warned that instead of using fake birth 
certificates, methods such as bribery, corruption and hacking would instead increasingly 
be used to obtain fraudulent or stolen identities

73
. 

 
 

Q: What analysis has the Government done of the estimated dollar value of the new identity 
fraud and identity theft likely to be generated by this project? 
 
 

Alternatives to tackling welfare fraud 
 
Q: How else could welfare fraud be tackled? 
 

A  number of projects have been implemented or announced recently relating to 
reducing fraud relating to Centrelink benefits, including: 

o a voice authorisation service 

o anti-fraud computer systems ($5.1 million in capital announced in the 2006 
budget) 

o data-matching with private sector employers, the Department of Health 
and Ageing, and land title registries ($282.3 million was allocated over five 
years in the 2006 budget) 

o pilot programs to examine further data-matching with the ATO, Child 
Support Agency and Medicare ($5.7 million with respect to the ATO, and 
$4.8 million with respect to data-matching with DHS agencies, was 
announced in the 2006 budget), and  

o the Document Verification Service ($28.3 million announced in the 2006 
budget)

74
. 
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KPMG has also identified that between $75 million and $150 million annually is being 
overpaid by Centrelink to people who are recorded in their own records as dead

75
. 

 
 
Q: Given these many existing and new projects to tackle welfare fraud, why is the so-called 
access card needed at all? 

 
 

Q: Why shouldn’t these other, more targeted initiatives be implemented and evaluated prior to 
introducing a far more intrusive and expensive project with the same objectives? 

 
 

Q: What risk has been identified that the so-called access card might not achieve the claimed 
$3 billion in financial savings because they will have already been achieved by these other 
initiatives? 
 
 

Impact on data-linking and data-matching between Government 
agencies 
 
Q: What % of the estimated up to $3 billion in financial savings for the Government relates to 
“improved efficiencies” in relation to data-linking programs? 
 

We don’t know.  The Government has just claimed that “KPMG has found that the 
introduction of the access card would lead to substantial cost savings from improved 
efficiencies, and a reduction in identity fraud, abuse of concession entitlements and 
errors.  KPMG estimate the savings could be as much as $3 billion over ten years”

76
. 

 
However the business case prepared for the Government hints at the greater use of 
data-linking, and secondary use of customer information, than exists now.  
Unfortunately the detail has been censored. 
 
Under the heading “more efficient services”, the KPMG Report states:  “The registration 
process and common record of demographic information will provide agencies with 
better data to undertake analysis of both financial outlays and program outcomes.  
Sentence deleted for Cabinet in confidence reasons”

77
. 

 
 
Q: How can some parts of the KPMG document be “cabinet-in-confidence”, but not all of it? 
 
 

Abuse of concession entitlements 
 
Q: What is the ‘value’ of a concession card? 
 

The annual value to the recipient of a pensioner concession card has been claimed to 
be about $1,400

78
 or $2,000

79
. 

 
 
Q: What does ‘abuse of concession entitlements’ refer to? 
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When a person is no longer entitled to a concession (because their circumstances 
change – e.g. they become employed), but they continue to use their existing 
concession card until the date of its expiry, as printed on the face of their concession 
card. 
 
The Australian National Audit Office has estimated that 25% of concession entitlements 
are cancelled by Centrelink prior to the expiry date on the concession card

80
. 

 
 
Q: What amount of money each year is lost through ‘abuse of concession entitlements’? 
 

This hasn’t been quantified by the Government, although one Government MP claims, 
without explanation or reference beyond noting the ANAO figure noted above (that 25% 
of concession entitlements are cancelled by Centrelink prior to the expiry date on the 
concession card), that “at any given time there are 1.5 million Australians claiming 
heavily subsidised prescriptions they are not entitled to and effectively stealing 
hundreds of millions of dollars of taxpayers’ money every year”

81
. 

 
This claim does not appear justified.  The fact that 25% of concession entitlements are 
cancelled by Centrelink prior to the expiry date on the concession card does not mean 
that at any given time, 25% of people holding concession cards are holding ‘cancelled’ 
cards.  (To calculate that figure, you would need to know the average length of time 
between the cancellation of the concession and the expiry of the card, as a percentage 
of the total length of time for which the card is valid.) 
 
Of those who are holding a ‘cancelled’ concession card at any given time, not all will 
continue to actually use their card.  Of those who do, not all will be interested in 
obtaining PBS-subsidised medicines.  Of those who are, not all will be able to obtain a 
doctor’s prescription for such medicines in the first place. 
 
To the Commonwealth Government, the most significant risk area would certainly 
appear to be with respect to PBS medicines.  We would expect most demand for 
subsidised or free medicines would come from the elderly or people with disabilities – 
i.e. people on the aged pension or disability pension. 
 
However short of winning a lottery, these people’s circumstances are fairly static, and 
so their concession status is unlikely to change much over time, compared with say a 
person on unemployment benefits or a sole parent’s pension. 
 
It is therefore not clear that the ‘abuse of concession entitlements’ by people whose 
concession status has been cancelled, but who continue to use a card to claim 
discounts, is affecting Commonwealth government outlays to a significant degree. 
 
In any case, not all the concession discounts claimed are against the Commonwealth 
Government – for example, pensioner discounts are available on public transport, 
council rates, utility bills, movie tickets, etc.  So only some of any savings from reducing 
abuse of concession entitlements will flow back to the Commonwealth Government. 

 
 
Q: How is concession status checked now? 
 

From the rhetoric around the benefits of the so-called Access Card, you would think 
concession status wasn’t already capable of being checked in real-time.  But it is. 
 
According to Centrelink’s website, Centrelink’s Confirmation eServices (CCeS) are 
internet-based facilities used by organisations to confirm a Centrelink or DVA 
customer's current entitlement status to receive a concession. 
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Presumably businesses make a judgment call, based on the size of the benefit or 
discount being claimed, as to whether or not they take the time to check the currency of 
the person’s concession status.  They require an internet connection, but they don’t 
need a smartcard reader to check the status. 

 
 
Q: How is a smartcard any improvement on CCeS, the current online method to check 
concession status? 
 
 
Q: How will a smartcard fix the problem of “abuse of concession entitlements”? 
 

A smartcard can have information about concession status stored by way of a ‘flag’ on 
the chip in the card.  For example, reading the chip might yield results such as: 
“unemployment benefits: no; aged pension: yes; PBS safety net: yes”. 
 
The Government can change the concession status on your record in the Register 
without you being present.  (For example, if your circumstances change and you no 
longer receive a particular welfare or veteran’s benefit, the concession status flag would 
be changed from ‘yes’ to ‘no’.)  This change can then be ‘uploaded’ to the chip on your 
card, the next time you insert your card into an appropriate reader. 
 
However until the information on the chip in your smartcard is actually checked for 
currency against the Register, it is no better than the current system of paper cards 
and/or online checking. 

 
 
Q: Whose readers will be capable of connecting to the Register to check the currency of 
concession status information on the chip, and change that information by way of ‘upload’ 
where necessary? 
 

Departmental officials have suggested that updated concession status data will be 
‘pushed’ into the cards when they are docked in a smartcard reader at a DHS or DVA 
agency, or at a doctor or pharmacist

82
.  However it is not clear whether the same will 

apply for smartcard readers used by public transport providers, cinemas, etc. 
 
 
Q: Will third party government agencies and businesses have to also check the backend 
database (Register) in order to be able to determine the current validity of a customer’s 
concession status? 
 
 
Q: Does that mean that every time I want to claim a concession benefit - from buying PBS 
safety net medicines at the chemist to buying a bus fare or a move ticket or paying my council 
rates or water bills – the government agency or business will be connecting to check my record 
against the Register, or a against ‘blacklist’ of recently-cancelled concessions ‘pushed out’ to 
smartcard readers from the Register? 
 
 
Q: Will the Government therefore get a log of every time I have claimed a concession fare or 
discount, even if the concession doesn’t relate to DHS or DVA? 
 
 
Q: If concession status data isn’t going to be ‘pushed out’ to third party government agencies 
and businesses’ smartcard readers, how will they know whether the concession status is 
accurate or not?   
 
 
Q: If concession status data isn’t going to be ‘pushed out’ to third party government agencies 
and businesses’ smartcard readers, won’t card-holders who know their concession has been 
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cancelled simply avoid docking their card in a DHS / DVA reader for updating, so as to keep 
claiming concession benefits to which they are not entitled? 
 
 

Claims about data accuracy (fixing errors) 
 
Q: What % of the estimated up to $3 billion in financial savings relates to reducing errors made 
by DHS and DVA agencies? 
 

We don’t know.  The Government has just claimed that “KPMG has found that the 
introduction of the access card would lead to substantial cost savings from improved 
efficiencies, and a reduction in identity fraud, abuse of concession entitlements and 
errors.  KPMG estimate the savings could be as much as $3 billion over ten years”

83
. 

 
 
Q: What % of the estimated up to $3 billion in financial savings relates to reducing errors made 
by Centrelink alone? 
 

The Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) has recently reviewed the integrity of 
Centrelink’s records, Medicare enrolment data, and Medicare cards (Audit Report No. 
54, 2004-05)

84
. 

 
The ANAO found that up to 30% of customers’ identity information held by Centrelink is 
not sufficient to uniquely identify or authenticate customers, which could impact on fraud 
detection

85
. 

 
KPMG has also identified that between $75 million and $150 million annually is being 
overpaid by Centrelink to people who are recorded in their own records as dead

86
. 

 
 
Q: Was amalgamating 17 cards into one recommended by the Australian National Audit Office 
as one of its recommendations for improving data accuracy / integrity in Centrelink and/or 
Medicare? 
 

No. 
 

 
Q: Have all recommendations by the Australian National Audit Office for improving data 
accuracy / integrity been implemented by Centrelink and Medicare? 

 
 

Q: Why shouldn’t these other, more targeted recommendations from the Australian National 
Audit Office be implemented and evaluated prior to introducing a far more intrusive and 
expensive project with the same objectives? 
 
 

Claims about the system being ‘voluntary’ 
 
Q: Is the Access Card an ID card? 
 

We believe so.  However the Government claims it is not – although often the rhetoric 
on this point is rather tortured.  For example KPMG claims that “the card … proves the 
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identity of the person” but is not an ID card - “because an identity card, by definition, is 
one that is compulsory to have”

87
. 

 
 

Q: Is the Access Card voluntary? 
 

It might be in law, but not in practice. 
 
You will need to have the ID Card with you to receive bulk-billing healthcare, to receive 
Medicare rebates on other health services, to receive PBS-subsidised medicines, to 
receive any social security benefits, from the baby bonus to Austudy to the aged 
pension, and to receive concessions or discounts on a range of goods and services, 
such as public transport, council rates and utility bills. 
 
So to access health or social security or concession benefits, getting the Card, and 
being registered on the national population database, is compulsory. 
 
Professor Allen Fels, Chair of the Consumer and Privacy Taskforce has already said 
that the Government’s claim about the card being ‘voluntary’ do not stack up: “the 
Taskforce recognises that, at some stage, almost every Australian is likely to need an 
access card”

88
. 

 
In particular, the Consumer and Privacy Taskforce has already warned the Government 
that it is “important to ensure that the health and social services access card does not 
become, now, or in the future, a national identity card by any other name”

89
. 

 
 
Q: How many people does the Government expect to get a Card? 
 

All 16.5 million adults: “we need to plan on the basis that all those who are eligible for it 
will seek to take it up”

90
.  In effect, the Government is assuming, and budgeting for, 

every adult to get the ID Card. 
 
The only people who don’t need to register for the card are people “who elect to pay full 
fees for Medicare services and do not wish to claim a concessional benefit, Centrelink 
entitlement, or PBS safety net access”

91
. 

 
So even the Government doesn’t really believe this card is ‘voluntary’ in a true sense – 
they know everyone, except perhaps the mega-wealthy, will need one.  That means 
only privacy for the rich. 
 
 

Q: Why isn’t the new Card optional for accessing social security or concession benefits? 
 
KPMG found that a “sound value proposition” for the proposal only exists if the Card is 
made compulsory for access to any DHS or DVA benefit

92
. 

 
A clue to why is found on p.15: “any assumptions about fraud savings … would be 
negated if the system were voluntary”

93
. 

 
 

Q: If the system is voluntary, does that mean people can opt in or out at any time? 
 

It doesn’t look like it. 
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The KPMG report suggests that once a person is registered, their “registration and POI 
will last them throughout the rest of their life”

94
.  No mention is made of ‘opting out’ of 

the system, for example if you leave Australia, or decide you can afford to never rely on 
Medicare or social security benefits. 
 
Officials giving evidence before the Senate suggested that while people could ‘opt out’ 
of the system, they did not know whether that meant their data would be deleted from 
the Register

95
. 

 
 
Q: Can your card be cancelled against your will? 
 

The Consumer and Privacy Taskforce has said that “it is possible that confiscation of 
access cards may be authorised by law in the event of their systematic or criminal 
misuse”

96
. 

 
 
Q: In what circumstances will the Government confiscate people’s access cards? 
 
 
Q: What measures will be put in place to deal with the problems of “identity denial”, which could 
lead to the denial of health and social service benefits from 2010, for people whose access card 
has been confiscated by the Government? 
 
 

Claims about biometric photographs and facial recognition 
 
Q: What’s the difference between a digital photograph and a biometric photograph? 
 

A digital photograph is just a “digitised” photograph, and something many people would 
be familiar with – a photograph taken with a digital camera, or a ‘hard copy’ photograph 
scanned into a computer. 
 
By ‘biometric’ photograph what is normally meant is that the digitised photograph of a 
person’s face is then used to collect certain features about that face, such as the 
distances between eyes, nose, cheekbones, etc.  Using a mathematical formula (an 
algorithm), these measurements are then turned into a “template” (a reduced biometric 
dataset), which can be stored separately to the digital photograph.  The template can 
then be used to compare against other templates produced from measurements taken 
from other people’s faces, either live or from other photographic images. 
 

 
Q: How does facial recognition work? 
 

Facial recognition technology can enable one or more of the following: 

o Live identification:  a live person is photographed, and their 
“template” checked against millions of templates of other people in a 
database.  This is one-to-many matching, which yields a set of possibilities.  
It requires a scanning machine to scan the live person’s face, and the 
algorithm to turn measurements into a template.  This would be used to 
check whether that live person was already enrolled in the system under 
that or another name. 
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o Photo identification:  a photo on a document is checked against 
millions of photos of other people in a database (one-to-many matching).  
The photograph has to be reduced to a template first. 

o Live verification (a):  a live person is photographed, and their 
“template” checked against the template produced from their photo on a 
document they are holding (such as their access card or passport).  This is 
one-to-one matching, which yields a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer.  This requires a 
scanning machine to scan the live person’s face, and the algorithm to turn 
measurements into a template. 

o Live verification (b):  a live person is photographed, and their 
“template” checked against the template produced from their photo in a 
database.  Again this is one-to-one matching, which yields a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ 
answer.  This requires a scanning machine to scan the live person’s face, 
and the algorithm to turn measurements into a template. 

o Photo verification:  the template from a photo on a document is 
matched against the template from a photo listed against the same person 
in a database. 

 
 
Q: Can a person’s gender or ethnicity be determined from their biometric template? 
 
 
Q: Is the biometric photograph proposed by the Government intended for facial recognition at 
the time of registration, or at the time of service delivery? 
 

It is fairly clearly intended to work at the time of registration (see below under ‘Facial 
recognition at registration’); but it is less clear about whether it will be used from that 
point forward (see below under ‘Facial recognition at time of service delivery’). 
 

 
Q: How feasible is one-to-many matching, using facial recognition to match against a database 
of millions of photos? 
 

The Australian Customs Service originally tried one-to-many matching at airports, in 
their SmartGate 1 trial.  This tested matching a live person against all the images of 
passport-holders in their database.  Even with the small number of images held in their 
database (testing was only being done on airline crew), this system was not found to be 
feasible, and therefore is not being adopted on a large scale. 
 
Therefore SmartGate 2 now only does one-to-one matching, in which a live person is 
checked against the photograph in their e-Passport – a process which we are told takes 
about 6 seconds.  (As at July 2007 SmartGate 2 is still only at trial stage, with false 
reject rates of 2% and false accept rates of 1% even before the system is trialled on 
members of the public

97
.) 

 
However the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, which issues the e-Passports, is 
also conducting one-to-many matching at the time a person first applies for a new 
passport.  That is, they check a person’s photo (from their passport application form) as 
against all the photos of passport holders they already have in their database, to see if 
that person already has a passport issued in another name. 
 
Therefore, facial recognition is now being used or trialled: 

o by DFAT for once-off photo identification (checking: “who is this person?”) 
by conducting a one-to-many check, at the time of applying for an e-
Passport, and  
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o by Customs for transaction-based live verification (checking: “is this person 
who they say they are?”) by conducting a one-to-one check, at the time of 
walking through an airport or seaport. 

 
 
Q: What is the algorithm, or method, to be used to create the biometric template from a 
photograph? 
 
 

Scope of costs 
 
Q: What is the proposal likely to cost? 
 

The Government has claimed that “The cost of establishing the access card is $1.09 
billion over four years”

98
. 

 
 
Q: What is the ‘best case scenario’ figure on estimated costs by KPMG? 
 
 
Q: What is the ‘worst case scenario’ figure on estimated costs by KPMG? 
 
 
Q: What is the ‘most likely scenario’ figure on estimated costs by KPMG? 
 
 
Q: What has the Government budgeted for the proposal? 
 

The 2006-07 budget, announced 9 May 2006, allows $1.09 billion over four years, from 
2006 to 2010.  Divided by the 16.5 million adults estimated to receive the card, that’s 
about $66 per person. 

 
 
Q: How much of the budget is for the actual card? 
 

KPMG have said a smartcard is estimated to cost $7.50 per card
99

. 
 
That suggests $123,750,000, or more than 10% of the project’s costs, is required to 
issue 16.5 million cards to start with, and the same again every seven years as the 
cards expire and need replacing. 

 
 
Q: How much of the budget is for establishing a national smartcard infrastructure? 
 

The first Minister, Joe Hockey, said that his project will “roll out new infrastructure 
(which will) provide a platform others can build on”

100
. 

 
Slated users of a national smartcard infrastructure include banks, driver licensing 
authorities, public transport ticketing authorities, convenience stores, toll-road 
operators, libraries and event/venue ticket vendors

101
. 

 
 
Q: Will banks and other corporate users benefit from the establishment of a national smartcard 
infrastructure? 
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Yes.  Visa International’s submission to the Taskforce says: “We see the initiative 
flowing on to the banking sector and expect it will complement the rollout of smartcards 
in the financial services sector”

102
. 

 
 
Q: If banks and other corporate users will benefit from the establishment of a national smartcard 
infrastructure, why haven’t they invested in developing the infrastructure themselves? 
 
 
Q: If the banks and other corporate users aren’t willing to invest in a national smartcard 
infrastructure themselves, but will benefit from it, does this mean that taxpayers will be 
subsidising banks and other corporates? 
 
 
Q: Will the costs of establishing a national smartcard infrastructure come out of the DHS health 
and welfare benefits budget, or will banks be asked to contribute? 
 
 
Q: How much of the budget is for card readers? 
 

The business case prepared by KPMG suggests that not all health service providers will 
have readers capable of displaying a photograph, and that the “cost of providing 
readers capable of displaying photographic images for all providers in the DHS service 
system would be high”

103
. 

 
However Government officials have claimed that the Government is planning to supply 
uniform readers to “doctors and others”, and that this is part of the budget

104
. 

 
 
Q: How much of the budget is for the registration process? 
 

“a very significant proportion of the costs of the project is to do with registration, 
including the staff based effort to meet with all those people”

105
. 

 
 
Q: How much of the budget is for capital? 
 

The budget has allocated $80 million in capital over the four years, across Medicare 
Australia, Centrelink, the CSA, Veterans Affairs, the Department of Family, Community 
Services and Indigenous Affairs, and the Department of Human Services, “for internally 
developed software, hardware and some property costs”

106
. 

 
 
Q: How much of the budget will be spent on ‘communications strategy’? 
 

The four-year budget set out in May 2006 includes $47.3m for a communications 
strategy, comprising $6.5 million in 2006-07, $20.6 million in 2007-08, $8.5 million in 
2008-09, $4.9 million in 2009-10; and $7 million split across the DHS and DVA agencies 
for ‘internal communications’

107
. 

 
 
Q: Given registration will not commence until at least 2008, why is $6.5 million needed in 2006-
07, and $20.6 million needed in 2007-08? 
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Far be it for us to be cynical, but it should be noted that there is a federal election due in 
2007-08. 
 
 

Q: What will the content of the advertising be? 
 
 
Q: What will the timing of the advertising be, in relation to the next federal election? 
 
 
Q: Is the budget of the consumer and privacy taskforce part of the $47.3 million 
‘communications strategy’ component? 
 

 
Q: Are there any other costs associated with the proposal that have not been counted in the 
$1.09 billion costings? 

 
Yes.  A total of $3.6 million was spent by DHS to June 2006 on the work of the smart 
technologies task force

108
.  About $2.1 million had also already been spent on external 

advisers including KPMG ($1.944 million) and Clayton Utz ($127,000).  This was before 
the $1.09 billion budget was approved, and came out of different funds. 

 
 
Q: How much of the $3.6 million already spent before the project received budget approval was 
on overseas trips for DHS staff and/or external advisers engaged in preparing the business 
case for the so-called access card? 
 
 

Scope of financial savings for the Government 
 
Q: What are the estimated financial savings from the proposal? 
 

The Government has claimed that “KPMG estimate the savings could be as much as $3 
billion over ten years”

109
. 

 
 
Q: What is the ‘worst case scenario’ figure on estimated financial savings given by KPMG? 
 

We don’t know; the Government won’t tell us. 
 

 
Q: What is the ‘most likely scenario’ figure on estimated financial savings given by KPMG? 
 

We don’t know; the Government won’t tell us.  The business case states:  “Detailed 
costings have been removed for commercial reasons”

110
. 

 
However we do know that KPMG has warned the Government both of the risk of 
“overstating the benefits”, and the risks facing this proposal based on the “history of 
unrealised returns and benefits in many large scale projects of this kind”

111
. 

 
 
Q: Where will the financial savings come from? 
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Departmental officials have said “the savings in outlays would arise … principally 
around fraud reduction, proof of identity and photographic proof of who you are”, with 
only “some minor departmental savings in some of the agencies”

112
. 

 
 
Q: How were the financial savings calculated? 
 

KPMG took figures provided by Centrelink and Medicare themselves, as to estimated 
levels of “potential fraud and leakage in the system”, at $1.4 to $2 billion annually.  It 
would appear they did not actually challenge or audit those figures in any way.  Even 
under questioning they have not provided details on how they reached the conclusion 
that between $1.6 and $3 billion over 10 years, or 0.3% of total outlays, could be saved 
though introducing the Access Card, except to note that anti-fraud strategies in the UK 
(which have not related to a smartcard as best we can tell) have yielded savings of 1-
3% of total outlays

113
. 

 
The figures have been broken down into statements such as that there would be “$125 
million to $250 million (annual savings in relation to) reductions in identity related fraud 
and abuse of concessions”, but without further explanation

114
. 

 
 

The likelihood of ‘function creep’ 
 
Q: What additional features have been mooted? 
 

The first Minister, Joe Hockey, had noted that while some have called for the card to 
double as a repository of electronic health records, he had rejected this request.  He did 
however suggest that electronic prescription / pharmacy applications would be 
contemplated: “there may be room for a later debate about electronic scripts being 
stored on the card”

115
. 

 
The KPMG Report suggests the card could work as an electronic wallet, not only for 
one-off payments such as disaster relief, but also “to enable consumers to access 
specific funds”

116
. 

 
The Australian Bureau of Statistics has also suggested that the so-called access card 
could be used as a PKI-enabled token to enable online census data collections from 
2001

117
. 

 
The so-called access card has also been mooted as the key to parents’ daily access to 
child-care centres.  In 2006 the Government approved a $50 million software system, to 
be run by the Department of Family and Community Services, to track use of child-care 
down to the individual child

118
.  The approval notes that parents will be issued with 

swipe cards or PINs, needed to clock their children in and out of child-care centres. 
 
While in May 2006 Government officials said “that is not decided yet”

119
, in July 2006 an 

article in the SMH claimed that the scheme “will connect the Centrelink-administered 
child-care benefits payments to a PIN code and a card supplied to parents, likely to be 
the national access card”

120
.  This was later denied by Departmental officials

121
. 
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This proposed use of the so-called access card to monitor parents’ behaviour, and then 
use that information to make decisions about welfare payments, appears to have been 
at the instigation of the then Community Services Minister, Mal Brough.  More recently 
in 2007, as Minister for Indigenous Affairs and Minister for Families, Mr Brough has 
mooted schemes linking information about children’s truancy or suspected child abuse 
to parents’ welfare payments – for all Aboriginal parents, plus any other parents 
deemed by the federal Government to be neglecting or abusing their children

122
.  It is 

not clear whether he also envisages a role for the so-called access card in linking all 
this information together, and using it to make decisions to withdraw, limit or quarantine 
people’s ‘access’ to benefits. 
 
These purposes hardly seem in keeping with the spirit of improving people’s access to 
welfare benefits. 
 
Some Government MPs have also run wild with their own wish-lists, with one MP 
suggesting that while the Government was not actively planning uses such as the 
storage of x-rays or library membership records on the Access Card, the technical 
possibility was there and that these possibilities “will be discussed in the weeks and 
months ahead”

123
. 

 
 

Q: What has the Government proposed to prevent ‘function creep’? 
 

Absolutely nothing. 
 
The consumer and privacy taskforce has already said that legislation would be needed, 
along with other safeguards, to prevent the so-called access card from becoming a 
national ID card

124
.  And even KPMG warned of the risk of function creep

125
. 

 
Yet government officials have noted the absence of any limits, stating that any change 
in function would merely have to be “either requested by consumers or a decision of 
government”

126
. 

 
There is even a “future uses” section within the Office of the Access Card, whose role it 
is to “ensure that we are not ruling out in the technology the capacity for further 
consumer benefits if consumers wish to utilise some other feature”

127
. 

 
Furthermore, no genuine or effective limitations are proposed on who may ask to see 
your ID card, or copy your card’s ID number. 
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The Card 
 
 

Card registration 
 
Q: Who will need to be registered? 
 

Both adults and children/dependents will be registered
128

.  However, while details of 
“dependents will be stored on, or linked to, the smart chip of the parent or guardian’s 
card”, there will not be a photograph taken of dependents, unless they request their own 
card

129
. 

 
 
Q: Who will need to get a card? 
 

All adults, plus any children who request their own card. 
 
Children aged over 15 who request their own card will apparently be required to have 
their photograph taken, but those under 15 will not

130
.  Approximately 3% of 15 year 

olds currently have their own Medicare card, but only 1% of nine year olds do
131

. 
 

 
Q: What is the definition of an ‘adult’ for this proposal? 
 

In discussions the Department has said 18, but the KPMG Report suggests it examined 
the proposal based on calculations for those “over the age of 15”

132
. 

 
 
Q: Will people be required to pay a fee to get the card? 
 

The Government has said “it is unlikely that there will be a cost”
133

. 
 
 
Q: Will people be required to pay a fee to replace their card if it is lost or stolen? 
 

It’s not clear: “unlikely … But those decisions are not made (yet)”
134

. 
 
 
Q: What is the basic registration requirement? 
 

“There will be a range of documents that (people) will need to present and … you will 
also be required to have a photograph taken under controlled conditions”

135
. 

 
However there will not be a photograph taken of dependents

136
. 

 
 
Q: Where will people go to register? 
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The KPMG costings are based on the assumption that 9.5 million people would attend a 
Medicare office, and 6.5 million would attend a Centrelink office, “with other outlets 
providing additional services where required”

137
. 

 
2.3% of Australians live more than 50km from a Medicare or Centrelink office

138
.  Other 

possibilities being examined include Australia Post outlets
139

. 
 
The consumer and privacy taskforce has also raised the issue of how registration might 
work for Australians resident overseas

140
. 

 
 
Q: What documentation will be required for registration? 

 
The Government states that details about the documentation required to register for the 
so-called access card “will be made available closer to the registration period”

141
. 

 
The Government claims the documentation required to complete the card registration 
process will “take into account the needs of … rural and remote communities, the 
elderly and the mentally ill”

142
. 

 
 
Q: How will registration work for indigenous communities or homeless people, who often have 
few, if any, documents that can add up to establish their identity? 
 

The KPMG Report mentions mobile registration teams to assist people who are 
homeless, house-bound, or who have difficulty establishing their identity through 
existing documentation. 
 
However they also note that people who cannot meet the minimum standards of 
registration information should have a “low POI confidence flag” attached to the chip in 
their card

143
. 

 
 
Q: What measures will be put in place to deal with the problems of “identity denial”, which could 
lead to the denial of health and social service benefits from 2010, for the likely indigenous and 
homeless people to receive a “low POI confidence flag”? 
 

None as yet that we can see. 
 
However the Consumer and Privacy Taskforce has also noted that “care must be taken 
to balance the need for identity verification at the highest level with the possibility that 
this could exclude access by those most in need”

144
. 

 
 
Q: Will the frail aged have to attend for registration? 
 

The Government is suggesting no – that they can apply “known customer” rules for the 
elderly because “there is no particular high risk associated with the continuation of a 90-
year-old getting their existing aged pension”

145
. 

 
 

Q: If the customer registration requirements are relaxed for some people, how will this meet the 
project’s objective of producing a high-integrity, government-issued identification document? 
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KPMG has warned the Government that it can’t do both: “(if) you just post it out to 
everyone who has got one (now, it) would entrench the same problems we have 
now”

146
. 

 
KPMG has also warned that “Any inadequacies in (the) registration process and the 
initial POI requirements will be entrenched in the system.  This has the potential to 
undermine the capacity to address fraud if not handled properly”

147
. 

 
This is why they recommended that people who cannot meet the minimum standards of 
registration information should have a “low POI confidence flag” attached to the chip in 
their card

148
. 

 
This sounds like second-class citizenship to us. 
 

 
Q: What is the estimated rate or risk of entrenching current false identities? 
 
 
Q: What is the estimated dollar value of identity fraud and identity theft likely to be generated by 
this project, as a result of entrenching current false identities? 
 
 
Q: What measures will be put in place to deal with the problem of “identity theft”, arising when a 
legitimate person arrives to register for their so-called access card, only to find that there has 
already been a fraudulent registration by a different person using their name and/or 
documentation? 
 
 
Q: On what basis can a card be cancelled or withdrawn against the card-holder’s will? 
 
 
Q: How many minutes has been estimated for registration? 
 

The Department of Human Services has been quoted as saying it estimates that “it will 
take at least 15 minutes an application for each smartcard”

149
. 

 
 
Q: If it is not yet known or determined what documentation will be required for registration, how 
can time (and therefore cost) estimates have been conducted on how long registration will take? 
 
 
Q: Will copies of registration documents be kept by DHS? 
 

It would appear so.  Officials giving evidence before the Senate said:  “There will be a 
range of documents that (people) will need to present and which we will scan, store and 
verify”

150
. 

 
The verification of your POI documents will occur as a “backend process”, and will only 
be done “after the interview”

151
. 

 
 

Q: Will I ever need to go through this process again? 
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Every seven years you will need to turn up to get a new photo taken and be issued with 
a new card. 

 
 

Facial recognition at registration 
 
Q: Will facial recognition technology be used to identify people at the time of registration for the 
card? 
 

That’s the plan.  KPMG recommended: “It is proposed that the photo be capable of 
digital matching to prevent duplicate issuance of cards”

152
. 

 
One government official giving evidence to the Senate stated: “The thinking is we would 
take the photograph under controlled conditions at the registration process.  That 
photograph would be on the card, in the chip, and on the database”

153
. 

 
A second official then stated: “in the event that someone sought to achieve two such 
cards from the same physical appearance that ought to be detected. … The whole 
intention is that at the point of capture when people register for the card that image will 
be able to be checked against the database of images and I will not be able to get two 
cards with my one face”

154
. 

 
The Office of Access Card website claims that using biometric photos and facial 
recognition, “we can prevent someone else from trying to use your card or people 
registering more than once”

155
.  The website states that at the time of registration a 

photograph will be taken, and checked against the entire database of existing registered 
people, to see if you have already registered under a different name – and if a match is 
found, no card will be issued, and you would be investigated further. 
 
 

Q: Has this automatic facial recognition technology been successfully used anywhere else in 
the world? 
 

Until recently, the Office of Access Card website claimed that their proposal is “based 
on tried and tested technology”

156
.  But they don’t say just how effective the technology 

has been in those trials or tests! 
 
The example shown on their website shows a “100%” match between identical photos 
of a person, rather than different photos of the same person.  Presumably a person 
attempting to fraudulently register a second time would at least attempt to alter their 
appearance between registration visits! 
 
Three examples are given by the Government of “tried and tested” cases:  

• an Austrian e-Card smartcard rolled out to 8 million people in 2005-06;  

• a multi-purpose government and health services smart card issued to about 9 
million people in the Lombardia region of Italy; and  

• a Taiwanese card “with a focus on health services” issued to more than 20 

million people
157. 

 
However it was later revealed – after questions were raised by the Australian Privacy 
Foundation, Electronic Frontiers Australia and finally minor parties in Parliament - that 
none of these examples involve biometric photos or facial recognition technology. 
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The managing director of the Austrian welfare smartcard agency told Australian press 
that their project was rolled out without biometric photos, in order to retain public 
support and save money and time

158
. 

 
The Italian example has no photo on the surface of its card.  A presentation about the 
Italian system by the Lombardian Regional Government makes no mention of biometric 
photos or facial recognition

159
. 

 
The Taiwanese example has a photo on the surface of its card, but its manufacturer 
makes no mention of a biometric photo or facial recognition technology

160
.  Nor does 

the Taiwanese Government’s own FAQs, which refer only to some fairly flexible 
requirements for what appears to be a hard copy photo supplied by applicants, 
unsuitable for facial recognition technology

161
. 

 
It would appear that the Australian Government was, until it was forced to amend its 
website, using examples of existing smartcard rollouts to justify its claims for “tried and 
tested” smartcard technology, but not biometric or facial recognition technology.  That 
this “tried and tested” text came immediately after a section on biometrics, and refers to 
“this technology” without further clarification, made for some very misleading claims 
about the nature of the biometric technology proposed. 
 
We suspect the lay reader, at whom this material was aimed, would have mistakenly 
read the three examples as referring to successful rollouts of biometric photos and 
facial recognition on a large scale. 
 
The Office of the Access Card amended its website in late May 2007 after questions 
about the accuracy of its claims were raised by the Greens and Democrats in 
Parliament.  It inserted the word “smartcard”, so that the site now uses the sub-heading: 
“Based on tried and tested smartcard technology”.  However this section still comes 
immediately after discussion of biometrics, and makes no other clarifying statements to 
distinguish between the two topics

162
. 

 
 
Q: What is the estimated error rate (both false positives/matches and false negatives/rejects) 
from the automatic facial recognition technology to be adopted in DHS / DVA offices? 
 

The KPMG Report notes that biometrics “generate some level of false rejection and 
false acceptance”, but does not quantify the error rate for the facial recognition 
technology it recommends

163
. 

 
Trials in Australia of SmartGate 2, the automated passport-checking system being 
devised by Customs, have, as at July 2007, at best received false reject rates of 2% 
and false accept rates of 1%

164
.  However these trials have not yet involved members of 

the public or large populations – and they only involve one-to-one matching (person 
matches their passport photo), not one-to-many (person matches person in database of 
millions). 
 
Large scale test results from the UK Passport Service in 2005 found that facial 
recognition was the least successful identification technology, with an overall success 
rate of only 69% accuracy in verifications.  This success rate dropped for people aged 
over 60, as well as for people whose appearance had changed in the period between 
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enrolment and subsequent verification.  For people who had been registered at mobile 
centres, the success rate dropped to 48%

165
. 

 
The Office of Access Card claims that their lead advisers, Booz Allen Hamilton, have 
suggested that “on present technology in use error rates are less than 5%”

166
.  No detail 

is provided as to whether this refers to false reject rates and/or false accept rates, or 
whether the “present technology” referred to is the same as that proposed for the so-
called Access Card. 
 

 
Q: Will the Government specify a minimum performance requirement with respect to false 
acceptances or rejections? 
 

We don’t know, because the specifications for the system are hidden in confidential 
tendering documents. 
 
 

Q: How will error rates affect people’s access to services once they have an Access Card? 
 
The Government has suggested that facial recognition will be used to check people are 
who they say they are, before they can access their benefits

167
. 

 
This suggests that at the time of service delivery (e.g. when you visit a Centrelink office 
to claim a benefit for the first time), customers will be photographed, and the new 
photograph will be checked to see if it matches the photograph for the same person, as 
held on the card’s chip or on the Register.  This one-to-one matching tests for whether 
or not the person holding the card is the right person. 
 
That is, one-to-one testing goes something like this: "here's a photo of a bloke who says 
he is John Smith and should be listed on our database as such - let's see if he's right". 
 
In a one-to-one matching scenario the answer is either “Accept” or “Reject”. 
 
A “false acceptance” would mean that a ‘bad’ person, who is attempting to fraudulently 
claim benefits using someone else's Access Card, will still ‘pass’ the facial recognition 
test.  (That is, the computer will not realise that their face is different to the face on the 
card they are using.) 
 
A “false rejection” would mean an ‘innocent’ person is (incorrectly) told that their face is 
different to the face on the card they are using. 
 
The two rates are inversely related.  That is, the more you tighten up one of the error 
rates, the worse the other one will get.  So if you want to be tough on preventing fraud, 
you would specify a very low false acceptance rate; but that will push your false 
rejection rate higher. 
 
In the very best, highly controlled conditions possible, the very best facial recognition 
systems independently tested in 2006 found that when the false acceptance rate was 
set to 0.1%, the very best (lowest) false rejection rate possible was 1%. 
 
In the context of the Access Card, this would mean: 
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• 1 in 1000 attempts by a 'bad' person to fraudulently claim benefits using 
someone else's Access Card will succeed, AND  

• 1 in 100 'innocent' people who present to a DHS office to claim their benefits, 
and are subject to a new photograph to verify their identity before the claim is 
processed, will be told that they are not who they say they are and will 
presumably be denied benefits as a result, AND 

• when it comes time to renew your card in 7 or so years' time, 1 in 100 people 
will be told that they are not who they say they are, and will presumably be 
denied a new Card, and hence all benefits. 

 
However given the Government appears to be accepting of a potential error rate as high 
as 5% for either false rejects and/or false accepts

168
, this could potentially mean: 

• 1 in 20 attempts by a 'bad' person to fraudulently claim benefits using someone 
else's Access Card will succeed, and/or  

• 1 in 20 'innocent' people who present to a DHS office to claim their benefits, 
and are subject to a new photograph to verify their identity before the claim is 
processed, will be told that they are not who they say they are and will 
presumably be denied benefits as a result, and/or 

• when it comes time to renew your card in 7 or so years' time, 1 in 20 people will 
be told that they are not who they say they are, and will presumably be denied 
a new Card, and hence all benefits. 

 
That’s 825,000 Australians who would likely be incorrectly denied benefits, based on a 
5% false reject rate. 
 

 
Q: How will error rates affect Access Card registration? 

 
As noted above, in a one-to-one matching checking scenario, the question is something 
like "here's a photo of a bloke who says he is John Smith and should be listed on our 
database as such - let's see if he's right"; and the answer is either “Accept” or “Reject”. 
 
By contrast in a one-to-many checking scenario used at the time of initial registration, 
the question is something like "here's a photo of a stranger we want to positively identify 
based on our database of lots of enrolled people – let’s see if we can".  Or the question 
might be something like “here’s a photo of a person at the airport – let’s see if he’s on 
our database of suspected terrorists”.  The photo in the database is called the “enrolled 
photo”, and the new photo is the “probe photo”. 
 
In this one-to-many checking scenario, the answer is not a simple “Accept” or “Reject” – 
it is more complicated.  The answer is presented as a series of ranked probabilities.  
For example, Rank 1 might say “there is a 96% probability that the subject matches this 
already enrolled person”.  Rank 2 might say “there is a 95.98% probability that the 
subject matches this already enrolled person”.  And so on. 
 
The error rate in this case is called the Correct Alarm Rate (CAR) which is the rate at 
which an enrolled photo is correctly matched with the probe photo at Rank 1 at or above 
a given probability, such as 90%.  In a one-to-many scenario, every check against the 
database will return a series of probability rankings.  A human therefore has to decide if 
the first rank match is actually the same person, or is a different person.  And maybe 
they also need to look at the second ranked match, and the third ranked match, and so 
on. 
 
A CAR of 95% means that in 1 in 20 cases, the first-rank "match" will be wrong. 
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So the question for Access Card registration purposes is: “is the person standing before 
me already registered under a different name?” 
 
A CAR of 95% would mean that for each time the system suggests that there is a high 
(e.g. greater than 90%) probability that the person is already registered for the Access 
Card under a different name, in 1 in 20 cases the system will be wrong. 
 
This means people being accused, falsely, of being an imposter. 
 
What we don’t know is how likely the system is to find high probabilities of matches in 
the first place, especially once it is dealing with 16 million enrolled photos to check 
against.  No-one has developed a database that big, so no-one knows how it might 
work. 
 
If the system does not correctly rank probabilities in the right order, the Register would 
not match two images that should have been matched, because they were from the 
same person.  This would allow a person to be registered twice (or more), under 
different names. 
 
 

Q: Will the Government specify a minimum performance requirement with respect to probability 
matches during registration? 

 
We don’t know, because the specifications for the system are hidden in confidential 
tendering documents. 
 
 

Q: How will the Government deal with matches during registration, to determine whether or not 
the match is accurate or false? 

 
The Government has yet to detail the exact registration process.  In particular, the 
Government should explain whether it will require people to undergo longer interviews, 
succumb to inspections or questioning of family members or associates, or return with 
further evidence of identity. 
 
KPMG has recommended that people who cannot meet the minimum standards of 
registration information should have a “low POI confidence flag”

169
. 

 
 

Q: Will people who have the required documentation for registration, but whose face throws up  
a ’match’ against another face on the database, be instead issued with a card showing a “low 
POI confidence flag”? 

 
 

Q: Will people already registered be recalled for questioning if a subsequent person’s 
registration throws up a ‘match’ against their photograph? 

 
 

Q: How will this system deal with people of similar physical appearance, including identical 
twins? 

 
The Office of Access Card website claims that “While twins may look identical, there are 
actually a number of small differences between their features that biometric technology 
uses to distinguish between them. This means the technology will be able to tell twins 

apart”
170

. 
 
No mention is made of the likely error rates for twins.  So we don’t know how this will (or 
is intended to) work in practice, because the specifications for the system are hidden in 
confidential tendering documents. 
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Q: How will this system impact on people being registered at mobile locations? 
 
Trials of facial recognition technology by the UK Passport Office found that 
“(m)aintaining the correct position for facial biometric enrolment was a problem for some 
disabled participants with a physical impairment or with learning disabilities”

171
. 

 
Furthermore when it came time to utilise the biometric template produced at mobile 
enrolment centres, for the purposes of verifying identity against a database of 
photographs, the success rate dropped to 48%.  The report of the trial suggested this 
could have been due to poor lighting in mobile enrolment centres

172
. 

 
This suggests that people registered at mobile sites will be more likely than the general 
population to be the subject of a false match, and thus be falsely accused of being an 
imposter.  This will likely impact disproportionately on people with disabilities, the frail 
aged, indigenous and homeless people – the very people who will have great difficulty 
producing further evidence of their identity to demonstrate that the match was false. 
 
 

Q: What is the estimated shelf-life of the so-called access card, given the changes in facial 
features that can occur over a 7-10 year period? 

 
We don’t know – the technology hasn’t been around long enough to be sure.  
 
Biometric photographs, suitable for a person-to-document match, have only just been 
introduced into Australian e-Passports, issued from October 2005.  The likelihood of 
these photographs progressively failing over the life of each 10-year passport (as 
people’s facial features change with age, and/or as the chip ages or is damaged 
through wear and tear) is therefore not yet quantified. 
 
Trials of facial recognition technology by the UK Passport Office found that the overall 
success rate of 69% verifications dropped for people aged over 60, as well as for 
people whose appearance had changed in the period between enrolment and 
subsequent verification – a period of only some months in their trial

173
. 

 
 

Q: What measures will be put in place to deal with cases of “identity denial” (registration denial), 
based on false negative readings from the facial recognition technology? 

 
While acknowledging this very real possibility, KPMG fudged a non-answer by leaving 
this one to the Government: “business rules would need to be established within the 
Register to determine how to manage cases where a unique high-probability match 
could not be achieved”; options could include asking for another form of “proof of 
identity”, taking another photograph, or accepting the risk of a lower level of certainty 
about the uniqueness of that person’s identity

174
. 

 
 

The information on the card 
 

The surface of the card 
 
Q: What information will be visible on the face (or back) of the card? 
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The face of the card will show your name and photograph, and the back of the card will 
have your signature and card number

175
.  An expiry date for the card has since been 

added to that list, and perhaps also concession status if your concession status is 
considered “stable”. 
 

 
Q: If there is going to be a photograph on the chip (see below), why is it necessary to have the 
photo displaying on the card too? 
 

If the only people who needed to use the card to verify your identity were DHS and DVA 
customer service staff, the photograph wouldn’t be necessary at all – the DHS and DVA 
staff could simply use their reader to look at your photo. 
 
But unfortunately the Government has designed this proposal with not only the core 
DHS and DVA customer service transactions in mind.  The photo is promoted by KPMG 
as necessary, not because DHS or DVA need it for customer service, but because of 
the optional extra features being promoted for the card – its use to display health 
information to emergency workers, its use as a proof-of-concession card, and its use as 
an all-purpose proof-of-identity card

176
. 

 
The Senate Committee concluded that “decisions about information displayed on the 
surface of the card must be informed by the two stated major objectives of the bill”, and 
that “convenience for accessing concessions … should not be used to justify the 
architecture of the access card system”

177
. 

 
The Office of Access Card has also suggested that the photo is needed on the surface 
of the card for situations when the system is down, or when the service provider does 
not have a photo-readable terminal

178
. 

 
 
Q: How will a photo on the face of the card assist a pharmacist dispensing medicine, or an 
emergency worker such as a paramedic, if they need a card reader to see my health 
information anyway – can’t they read the photograph from the chip as well? 
 

The business case prepared by KPMG suggests that not all health service providers will 
have readers capable of displaying a photograph, and that the “cost of providing 
readers capable of displaying photographic images for all providers in the DHS service 
system would be high”

179
. 

 
However Government officials have claimed that the Government is planning to supply 
uniform readers to “doctors and others”, and that this is part of the budget

180
.  Indeed 

the Senate Inquiry heard that the budget included the provision of 50,000 photo-capable 
smartcard readers to DHS and DVA agencies, as well as to doctors and pharmacists

181
 

- although later in a supplementary submission the same Office of Access Card officials 
submitted that the cost of supplying 50,000 photo-capable readers to health service 
providers was too great, and for that reason the photo was also needed on the surface 
of the card

182
. 

 
The Senate Committee stated that in its view, “even if the costs involved are quite 
substantial, fiscal considerations of investment in public infrastructure (such as readers) 
should not necessarily trump privacy and civil liberties concerns on the question of the 
access card photograph”

183
. 
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More recently the Minister suggested that the Government was still “looking at” the 
extent to which the Government will supply smartcard readers to pharmacists, although 
he admitted that the project budget included “some allocation” for this

184
. 

 
 
Q: If the Government is going to supply uniform readers to DHS and DVA agencies, as well as 
to doctors and pharmacists, why is a photograph needed on the face of the card at all? 
 

The Government has claimed that photograph on the surface of the card is “essential to 
the business case” of “the $3 billion estimate from KPMG” – but then went on to say 
that all Commonwealth benefits would be paid out by agencies with a photo-capable 
smartcard reader. 
 
Under questioning, the only example given of “benefits” that might be paid out by 
providers without ready access to a photo-capable smartcard reader was actually “State 
benefits” by way of public transport concessions – which are not part of the KPMG 
calculations of estimated Commonwealth Government savings

185
.  Nonetheless the 

Minister has continued to claim that removing the photo from the surface of the card 
would cause KPMG to revise its estimates of how much fraud against the 
Commonwealth would be saved

186
. 

 
The Departmental Head also suggested that the photo would still be necessary on the 
surface of the card because some doctors and pharmacists “will choose to not activate 
the reader”

187
. 

 
 
Q: If the photograph on the face of the card is intended as a ‘backup’ for blackouts or other 
situations with no electricity to run a reader, or when a health service provider simply doesn’t 
like the technology, how can the other necessary details (such as PBS safety net status) be 
validated from the card’s chip for information to be processed anyway? 
 
 
Q: If a photo on the face of the card is also intended for third party applications outside the 
health and social security sectors, such as a general proof-of-identity for banks, video rental 
stores, etc, why not make this an optional feature for people who don’t have driver’s licences as 
a ready alternative? 
 

The Government Senator chairing the Senate Committee’s inquiry into the first Access 
Card Bill noted that if the photograph, card number and signature were all optional 
features for the surface of the card (albeit compulsory data for the chip in the card), 
“that would solve in one fell swoop so much of the contention about this becoming a de 
facto ID card”

188
. 

 
Even Professor Fels, who had earlier supported the Government’s claims that the 
photograph needed to be mandatory, later recanted and suggested his “emerging view” 
was that the photograph should be an optional feature for the surface of the card

189
. 

 
However the Government has consistently rejected this option, without a decent 
justification.  When repeatedly asked to confirm that the project’s core objectives were 
“facilitating access to Commonwealth welfare (and) fighting (Commonwealth) fraud”, 
and that these objectives could be met without a photo on the surface of the card 
because Commonwealth agencies and health service providers providing 
PBS/Medicare benefits would all have photo-readable smartcard readers, the 
Department head refused to agree, adding “These cards are also used to access a full 
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range of other benefits”
190

.  Those other ‘benefits’ appear to be using the card in a 
range of non-Commonwealth related applications, such as an all-purpose identity 
document, and/or as a proof of concession document, in a range of other government 
and business sectors, which may not have photo-readable smartcard readers. 

 
 
Q: Has the Government recognised that having a photo displayed on the card increases the 
likelihood the card will become a defacto national ID card? 
 

The Government seems to want to have it cake and eat it too – on the one hand, 
claiming this is not a national ID card, but on the other, designing and promoting it as an 
all-purpose proof-of-identity card, suitable for a range of purposes entirely unrelated to 
accessing health or welfare benefits. 
 
However in developing the ‘business case’ for the Government, KPMG dismissed 
concerns raised by privacy advocates about the impact of introducing a new 
photograph-based identity document, on the basis that drivers’ licences and passports 
already have photographs

191
. 

 
It would appear that KPMG did not grasp the implications of introducing a new, 
universal photo ID card, which also incorporates a unique and universal number.  This 
will significantly increase the likelihood of photo ID being routinely demanded by a 
variety of government agencies and businesses, and will in turn lead to the national ID 
number being recorded and used in a variety of ways, entirely unrelated to accessing 
health or welfare benefits.   
 
Perhaps this is because KPMG did not actually meet with privacy advocates in its 
alleged “extensive stakeholder consultations”, but instead relied on second-hand 
comments from DHS staff, based on previous consultations held to discuss a different 
model altogether. 
 
The Senate Committee reviewing the first Bill in March 2007 put the argument 
succinctly: “the inclusion of a photo on the face of the card virtually guarantees its rapid 
evolution into a widely accepted national form of identification”

192
. 

 
Indeed the Senate Committee recommended that the inclusion of a photograph on the 
surface of the card should be a matter of choice for individual card holders

193
. 

 
Nonetheless even the June 2007 revised Bill does not alter the position of a mandatory 
photograph on the surface of the card. 
 
 

Q: Has the Government recognised that having a unique card number displayed on the card 
increases the likelihood the card will become a defacto national ID card? 
 

The consumer and privacy taskforce recommended against compulsory display of the 
card number of the surface of the card, because its inclusion “adds to the potential for 
that number to develop into a more comprehensive (unique personal identifier)”

194
. 

 
However that recommendation has been rejected by the Government. 

 
 
Q: If there is going to be a card number on the chip (see below), why is it necessary to have the 
card number displaying on the card too? 
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The card number will still be printed on the surface of the card, so that people can use it 
for telephone transactions

195
. 

 
However the Senate Committee considered that the inclusion of the card number on the 
surface of the card should be a matter of choice for individual card holders

196
.  

Nonetheless the June 2007 revised Bill does not alter the position of a mandatory card 
number on the surface of the card. 

 
 
Q: If there is going to be a signature on the chip (see below), why is it necessary to have the 
digitised signature displaying on the card too? 
 

The digitised signature will be printed on the surface of the card, because it provides “a 
higher level of security than we currently have” for the Commonwealth agencies 
involved in providing benefits

197
.  However the Government has not explained why 

those agencies, which will all be provided with smartcard readers, cannot rely instead 
on the signature on the chip. 
 
The Senate Committee considered that “the inclusion of a digitised signature on the 
surface of the card (should be) a matter of choice for individual card holders”

198
.  

Nonetheless the June 2007 revised Bill does not alter the position of a mandatory 
signature on the surface of the card. 
 

 

Chip contents 
 
Q: What information will be stored on the chip? 
 

The card’s computer chip will contain address, date of birth, concession status, a 
signature, a photograph and the names of children and other dependents, and optional 
information, “such as emergency contact details, allergies or things like that”

199
. 

 
KPMG recommended that “Details of dependents will be stored on, or linked to, the 
smart chip of their parent or guardian’s card”

200
. 

 
 
Q: Why would the photograph be needed on the chip as well as the face of the card? 
 

KPMG recommended this, “to enable validation of the image where the face on the card 
might have become worn/damaged or where there might be suspicion that the card has 
been tampered with in some way”

201
. 

 
 
Q: If a card had become worn or damaged, shouldn’t it just be replaced? 
 
 
Q: If a DHS officer suspected a card’s photo had been tampered with, couldn’t they check it 
against the Register database? 
 
 
Q: Why would the signature be needed on the chip as well as the face of the card? 
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Q: What information will be stored on ‘my’ card’s chip for each of my children or listed 
dependents: e.g. will it include their card number (whether for issued or unissued cards), 
Register ID number, name/s, date of birth, gender, birth parents, relationship to me, whether a 
current/active relationship, and relationship start/expiry dates? 
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Accessing the chip contents 
 
Q: Who will be able to ‘read’ the contents of the chip? 
 

This hasn’t yet been defined, and the Government has been vague about the issue of 
encrypted readers for authorised parties. 
 
KPMG has said that “agencies or service providers that have readers with a suitable 
display device (integrated or connected) can display the photo to confirm the cardholder 
identity”

202
. 

 
However when asked by Senators whether commercially available smartcard readers 
bought off-the-shelf from Dick Smith would be able to read the contents of the card’s 
chip, Government officials said “We do not know yet.  It is not decided.  We do not know 
the exact nature of the card and whether those sorts of readers will be able to be 
used”

203
. 

 
 
Q: How will information on the chip be protected? 
 

KPMG has proposed the chip contents be divided into a ‘public zone’ and a ‘closed 
zone’, with information in the closed zone PIN-protected.  However it would appear that 
there is in fact a third point of access, allowing authorised people to read information in 
the ‘closed zone’, even without a PIN. 
 
It is not clear which bits of information will be ‘public’, and which will be PIN-protected.  
KPMG has noted that “anything stored in the ‘public zone’ is potentially vulnerable to 
being captured electronically without the permission of cardholders”

204
. 

 
 
Q: Who will be able to access the ‘emergency’ information, and in what circumstances? 
 

One Government official has claimed that the optional information, “such as emergency 
contact details, allergies or things like that”, will be “protected by a PIN”

205
. 

 
We think that is most likely incorrect.  PIN protection is of course counter-productive in 
the very type of emergency this would be designed for – you are unconscious after a 
car accident, and a paramedic needs to know if you are allergic to pethidine.  If you’re 
physically unable to tell someone about your allergies, you are even less able to 
remember and input a PIN. 
 
Yet if emergency health and contact details are placed in the ‘public zone’ of the chip, 
not only will ambulance officers be able to read it, but so will Centrelink staff, bus ticket 
sellers, and anyone else who inserts your card into their reader. 

 
 
Q: Will people be able to suppress their home address so it is blocked from view of most or all 
readers of the card? 
 

Departmental officials have suggested that a system of “flags” would be built into the 
system when a person, such as a victim of domestic violence, wishes to particularly 
protect their home address

206
. 
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Chip specifications 
 
Q: What standards will be used to determine the chip’s appropriateness, utility, security, etc? 
 

The Government has stated that the chip will confirm to “international standards”
207

.  It 
hasn’t specified what standards it is referring to. 
 
However KPMG has noted that “anything stored in the ‘public zone’ is potentially 
vulnerable to being captured electronically without the permission of cardholders”

208
. 

 
 
Q: Will the chip’s design be subject to an independent assessment and certification process, 
such as the CCEVS (Common Criteria Evaluation and Validation Scheme for IT Security) 
process offered by the National Institute of Standards and Technology and the National Security 
Agency in the US, to ensure it conforms to international standards? 
 
 
Q: What size chip will be used? 
 

The first Minister on various occasions referred to the chip being 64 kilobytes, or KB
209

.  
However he also mentioned smaller sizes such as 32KB, or much bigger sizes (e.g. 
64MB – a megabyte is roughly 1,000 times bigger than a kilobyte).  The reference to 
64MB appears to have been an error. 
 
The Department appears to have tendered on the basis that the chip must be a 
minimum of 64KB, with no set maximum size

210
. 

 
However it is worth questioning whether some of the proposed features (such as a 
biometric photo of the sufficient resolution required for one-to-many facial recognition 
technology) will actually fit on a 64KB chip.  If bigger chip sizes are needed, then the 
cost estimates for the project will presumably be affected. 
 
For example, Australia’s new “e-Passports”, which store a biometric photograph of the 
sufficient resolution required for facial recognition technology, as well as some limited 
identity information, are now operating on a chip of 512KB. 
 

 
Q: Is it proposed to be a contact, contact less or combined contact / contact less smart card? 
 
 
Q: How much chip size will be for dynamic memory (erasable non-volatile memory, used for 
storing erasable data, and can retain data when no power is available)? 
 
 
Q: How much chip size will be for static memory (non-erasable non-volatile memory, used for 
storing applications)? 
 
 
Q: How much chip size will be for volatile memory? 
 
 
Q: What applications will be built into the chip? 
 
 
Q: Can/will applications on the card be changed dynamically, i.e. after the card is issued? 
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Q: What encryption type and level will be used on the chip? 
 
 
Q: What encryption type and level will be used for transmissions to and from the card’s chip? 
 
 
Q: How many discrete applications will be supported on the card’s chip, and what are they? 
 

The Government’s proposal is not for simply a data storage card – the proposal 
includes payment, access and potentially other applications as well. 

 
 
Q: Will the source code for the chip’s applications be made available for independent inspection 
and review, to reveal any surreptitious applications or covert data retention? 
 
 
Q: With respect to payment applications using the card, will they use a standard financial 
institution payment application like EMV, or something proprietary to this particular card? 
 
 
Q: Why is the Government not waiting for AGIMO’s national smartcard framework to be rolled 
out before designing this system? 
 
 

Biometric photograph on the chip in the card 
 
Q: Will the card’s chip contain a photograph? 
 

Yes.  The card’s computer chip will contain address, date of birth, concession status, a 
signature, a photograph and the names of children and other dependents, and optional 
information, “such as emergency contact details, allergies or things like that”

211
. 

 
 
Q: Will the photograph be a digital photograph or a biometric photograph? 
 

It would appear both. 
 
The Government has stated that “The access card will contain … a biometric 
photograph. … A biometric photograph can be translated into a mathematical algorithm 
and used to test for similarity of appearance against the biometric photographs of other 
people….”

212
. 

 
(Note however that the algorithm is not the set of numbers derived from a photograph, it 
is the method for doing the reduction.  The proper term for the reduced biometric 
dataset is a "template".) 

 
 
Q: What resolution will the photograph be? 

 
 

Q: Will the photograph be of a sufficient resolution to enable automatic one-to-many matching 
(i.e. automatic matching against a database of photographs), as opposed to one-to-one 
matching (i.e. humans to verify by sight that the person presenting matches the photograph on 
the card)? 
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Q: How much memory on the chip is required to store a biometric template, compared to just a 
digital photograph? 
 
  
Q: Were the KPMG costings based on a chip size sufficient to store this volume of data? 

 
 

Q: Will there be any identifiers stored inside the card’s chip, beside the card number (found on 
the surface of the card)? 
 
 
Q: If so, what existing identifiers will be held (e.g. existing client numbers for DHS agencies, 
and/or any new identifiers)? 
 
 
Q: If so, how will those identifiers in the chip going to be encrypted? 
 
 

Using the card at DHS and DVA 
 
Q: The card will be compulsory to receive health and social services benefits.  What is the full 
scope of what is meant by “health and social services benefits”? 
 

The Government has stated that the card “can be used to access benefits at Medicare, 
Centrelink and the Department of Veterans’ Affairs”

213
. 

 
The Government has also stated that, from 2010, “you will need an access card to 
continue to access health and social services benefits”

214
. 

 
However the Department of Human Services actually comprises six agencies: Medicare 
and Centrelink, plus the Child Support Agency, CRS Australia (rehabilitation services), 
Health Services Australia, and Australian Hearing. 

 
 

Customer identification 
 
Q: Will the so-called access card also be used as the key customer identification tool for the 
other four DHS agencies (i.e. Child Support Agency, CRS Australia, Health Services Australia, 
and Australian Hearing)? 
 

Yes.  Evidence before the Senate confirmed that the CSA is a major player, so “if you 
are going to be involved in the child support system, you will need to have one of these 
cards by 2010”; and the card will be needed for “all DHS agencies and the Department 
of Veterans’ Affairs”

215
. 

 
 
Q: Will the so-called access card be used as the only customer identification tool for all six DHS 
agencies, from 2010? 
 
 
Q: What will prevent cases of service denial – i.e. DHS and DVA officials who deny services to 
ill or destitute people who have lost or forgotten their card? 
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It would seem the Government doesn’t know:  “We have not worked out all those details 
yet”

216
. 

 
 

Facial recognition at time of service delivery 
 
Q: Will facial recognition technology be used to identify or verify people at the time of accessing 
services (as opposed to at the time of registering for their card)? 

 
To date the Government appears a little confused about what “facial recognition” and 
“biometric photo” really means in the context of service delivery, and is covering its 
bases by saying your photo will be on the face of the card, on the chip in the card, and 
on the centralised Register database. 
 
For example Government officials giving evidence to the Senate stated: “When the 
customer presented that card into a reader at the desk that photograph would be 
checked against the database.  If there were a mismatch then that would raise an 
alarm”

217
. 

 
This suggests that at the time of service delivery (e.g. while visiting a Centrelink office), 
the photograph on the card will be checked to see if it matches the photograph for the 
same person, as held on the Register.  This one-to-one matching only tests for whether 
or not the card is a forgery, not whether or not the person holding the card is the right 
person. 
 
However more recently the Department of Human Services has said that “biometric 
photo comparisons can be made by authorised agency staff to verify a customer's 
identity … (for example) One-to-one matching after the card has been issued to confirm 
an individual's identity, for example where a person's appearance has altered from the 
photo on the card"

218
. 

 
This suggests that at the time of service delivery (e.g. while visiting a Centrelink office), 
customers will be photographed again, and the new photograph will be checked to see 
if it matches the photograph for the same person, as held on the card’s chip or on the 
Register.  This one-to-one matching tests for whether or not the person holding the card 
is the right person. 
 
However KPMG warned that “use of biometric identification at the point of service 
provision is not regarded as necessary … (because) it will add to the cost… it will 
inconvenience customers and service providers and it will be highly contentious from a 
privacy perspective”

219
. 

 
 
Q: Will DHS / DVA use ‘automatic’ facial recognition (i.e. a machine does the check) to check 
that the person presenting before them matches the photograph of the person listed against that 
name or DHS ID number on the Register? 

 
 
Q: Will DHS / DVA use ‘manual’ facial recognition (i.e. the officer does a visual check) to check 
that the person presenting before them matches the photograph of the person listed against that 
name or DHS ID number on the Register? 

 
 

Q: If officers are going to check the person as against their photograph in the database, why 
does the card also need a photograph? 
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Q: What account has been taken of the theory that photographs add little security benefit to 
cards, as they are not scrutinised routinely? 
 
 
Q: How will a photograph be of any assistance if the customer is conducting a transaction online 
or over the telephone? 
 
 

Using the card in health-care settings 
 
Q: Currently my GP records my Medicare number on my first visit, then just keeps it on file.  Will 
this change – will I have to bring my card with me every time? 
 
 
Q: Will medical services be available if I lose my card? 
 
 
Q: How can I get anonymous medical treatment while using the card? 
 

Both specific health privacy laws and the Australian Standard for patient identification 
(AS 5017-2002) require that where lawful and practicable, patients should be able to 
remain anonymous. 

 
 
Q: What will prevent service denial in the health sector – i.e. health service providers who deny 
services to ill or destitute people who have lost or forgotten their card? 
 

It would seem the Government doesn’t know:  “We have not worked out all those details 
yet”

220
. 

 
 
Q: What information will my health service provider be able to ‘read’ from the chip in my card? 
 
 
Q: Will health service providers need me to enter my PIN before they can read any information 
from the card? 
 
 
Q: Will health service providers be able to read only my emergency contacts and emergency 
health information, or some or all of the other information stored on the chip (such as home 
address, details of dependents, and whether or not I am a customer of Centrelink or the CSA)? 
 
 

Using the card elsewhere as “proof of concession entitlement” 
 
Q: How are concession cards used now? 

 
Holders of some of the current cards that are to be replaced – such as the Centrelink 
seniors card and the pensioners’ concession card – use their cards to demonstrate their 
concession status to government agencies or private businesses, outside the DHS and 
DVA group of agencies.  These could include public transport ticket sellers and ticket 
inspectors, movie ticket sellers, local councils (pension rate rebates), utilities (pensioner 
rebates or discounts), and a range of private businesses which offer seniors and/or 
concession discounts. 
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Q: Will concession status appear on the face of the card, or in the chip? 

 
Originally the Government stated that concession status information would not appear 
on the face of the card, but instead will be stored on the card’s chip

221
. 

 
This suggests that in order to claim any concession benefits from third party 
governments and businesses, the customer will need to provide their card, and the third 
party will need a card reader and authorisation to read the concession status 
information from the card’s chip. 
 
However more recently the Government suggested that for the 40-50% of concession-
card holders whose concession status is “stable”, their status could be printed on the 
surface of the card

222
. 

 
 
Q: How many different organisations across Australia, whether government or business, have 
been identified as currently offering discounts or rebates to concession-card holders? 

 
 

Q: Is it intended that these third party government agencies and businesses will use the so-
called access card to verify the validity of a person’s concession status? 

 
Yes – either by looking at the surface of the card (for ‘stable’ concession holders) or by 
reading concession status from the chip

223
. 

 
 

Q: Does the $1.09 billion budget allocation include money for these government agencies and 
businesses to install or retrofit smartcard readers, so that they can verify the validity of the 
concession status when a so-called access card is presented to them as evidence of that 
concession status? 
 

The KPMG Report indicates that in relation to “the provision of smart card readers and 
network communications links from pharmacies and GP practices to the SCRS which 
holds the concession data”, the “cost of providing the card readers capable of displaying 
and accepting keyed data along with the network communications access, is included 
within the business case”

224
. 

 
The Senate Inquiry heard that the budget included the provision of 50,000 photo-
capable smartcard readers to DHS and DVA agencies, as well as to doctors and 
pharmacists – but not to other businesses or to State government-run public transport 
providers

225
. 

 
 
Q: If a small business cannot afford to buy a smartcard reader, how is it intended that people 
will demonstrate their concession status, once their cards are taken away in 2010? 

 
Minister Ellison has said that the cost of simple smartcard readers, that would only read 
the concession status from a card, is “in the region of $5 to $10”, and therefore the 
Government would not subsidise businesses to buy these readers

226
. 
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Q: Will these third party government agencies and businesses be able to read only the 
concession status information, or some or all of the other information stored on the chip (such 
as home address and details of dependents, and health information)? 

 
The Government has said that businesses which wish to offer discounts need only “a 
simple handheld reader that will only read the concessional status (from the chip).  It is 
not the case that any reader will be able to access and read the access card”

227
. 

 
 

Q: If a concession has been newly granted (or cancelled) by Centrelink due to entitlement 
changes, how will that information be ‘uploaded’ onto the chip so the chip only has current 
information about concession status? 
 

The KPMG business case suggests that the “concession flags held by the SCRS are 
updated by Medicare and Centrelink systems; when a concession status is added, 
changed or deleted or a safety net limit is reached, these systems will pass an update 
message to the SCRS.  Similarly, whenever the card is docked in a card reader at a 
pharmacy or at a GP's practice, the SCRS will check the currency of the flag held on 
the chip and update it if required”

228
. 

 
 
Q: Will third party government agencies and businesses have to also check the backend 
database (Register) in order to be able to determine the current validity of a customer’s 
concession status? 
 

The KPMG business case suggests that “whenever the card is docked in a card reader 
at a pharmacy or at a GP's practice, the SCRS will check the currency of the flag held 
on the chip and update it if required”

229
. 

 
No mention is made of other businesses such as public transport ticket sellers which 
might also wish to check the currency of the concession status. 

 
 
Q: Will a ‘blacklist’ of recently-cancelled concessions be ‘pushed out’ to smartcard readers from 
the Register? 
 
 
Q: Will the Register include an audit trail or ‘log’ of each time a card-holder’s concession status 
has been checked by a third party? 
 
 
Q: If so, will the log show, for example, that Betty Smith docked her card at Hoyts Penrith at 
6.09pm, and again at a Penrith train station ticket seller at 9.17pm? 
 
 
Q: For how long will logs of concession status uses be kept? 
 
 
Q: Will card-holders have access to the logs of use of their card to check concession status? 
 
 
Q: Has the Privacy Impact Assessment specifically examined the likely increased incidence of 
data-matching and data-mining on customers, across the public and private sectors, that will 
arise from this so-called access card, given the need for concession-holders to present their 
card in order to claim any concession-based discounts or rebates? 
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Q: Has the Privacy Impact Assessment specifically examined the lack of privacy protection 
afforded customer data once it reaches third party government agencies and businesses? 
 
 

Using the card elsewhere as “proof of identity” 
 
Q: In terms of third parties using the card as ‘proof of identity’, will the card be expressly 
required, expressly prohibited, or something in between? 
 

Express usage – meaning some organisations outside the health/welfare sectors would 
be required by law to ask for your card before they provide goods or services – would 
require a new law. 
 
Express prohibition – meaning organisations outside the health/welfare sectors would 
be banned from asking to see your card at all – would also require a new law. 
 
As the Consumer and Privacy Taskforce has noted, “between the poles of express 
usage and express prohibition lies a grey zone”

230
.  The ‘grey zone’ created by the 

absence of a clear law would still allow third parties, outside the health/welfare sectors, 
to ask for your card before they provide goods or services. 
 
The Bills drafted to date indeed allow third parties, outside the health/welfare sectors, to 
request your card before they provide goods or services – just so long as they don’t 
“require” your Access Card at the exclusion of any alternative means of ID.  (Even so, 
these rules don’t appear to apply to government officials, because of a Crown 
exemption in the Bills.) 
 
Given concurrent moves by the Government to require a range of businesses to require 
photo ID be produced before particular goods or services (such as banking, gambling, 
jewellery, real estate, financial services and legal services) are provided, and recent 
legal changes which mean photo ID will be required to enrol to vote or change your 
electoral address, there is a clear market being created for the so-called access card to 
become the standard means by which ‘proof of identity’ is established across a wide 
range of industries and purposes. 

 
 
Q: Will there be a legal prohibition on the card being used by organisations outside the health 
sector? 

 
No. 
 
The Taskforce has noted that the Government has “the option of providing sanctions 
against any unauthorised organisation or person attempting to demand production of 
the access card” – in much the same way as there are laws prohibiting people other 
than employers, financial institutions and the Tax Office from asking for a person’s Tax 
File Number

231
. 

 
However the Government is actually promoting the card as an all-purpose “proof of 
identity” card, with no limitations on who can ask to see it. 
 
The KPMG Report noted that the card would likely be used for work places, clubs and 
associations, as well as joining a registered club, applying for a passport, obtaining 
airline tickets, or purchasing a concession fare on public transport

232
. 

 
However the Australian Privacy Commissioner Karen Curtis, and Professor Allen Fels, 
Chair of the Consumer and Privacy Taskforce, have already said that this poses risks, 
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and that legislation would be needed, along with other safeguards, to prevent the so-
called access card from becoming a national ID card

233
. 

 
Sadly the Bills drafted to date place no effective limits on the use of the card by any 
party, so long as the card is requested, not “required”.  The Senate Committee found 
that the offence provisions in the first Bill touted by the Government as providing 
legislative protection against the card becoming a national ID card (and which have 
since been replicated in the second Bill without improvement), would “in all probability 
… be ignored in practice and will become dead letter law … and will not be an obstacle 
to the access card becoming a national identity card”

234
. 

 
The Senate Committee concluded that “from nightclub bouncer to airline check-in clerk, 
the temptation to ask for the access card as a form of ID will only be exceeded by the 
willingness of individual Australian citizens to produce that same document in the face 
of such a request”

235
. 

 
 
Q: What practical features can be part of a card or number’s design, to avoid it becoming an all-
purpose “proof of identity” or national ID card? 

 
When the Tax File Number (TFN) was introduced, it was recognised that as a unique 
and near-universal identification number for adult Australians, it posed the risk that it 
could become a defacto national ID number, used by all and sundry as the key through 
which to track, link and profile so many aspects of people’s daily lives. 
 
For this reason significant practical steps were taken to minimise this risk:  the TFN was 
never printed on a card suitable for your wallet; and legislation was passed to prohibit 
pretty much anyone except the Tax Office, banks and employers from asking you for it. 
 
Likewise when the current Medicare Card was introduced, the cards were allowed to 
hold the names of multiple family members.  Thus the current Medicare card number is 
not a unique ID number, and so is of minimal value for tracking people’s transactions 
and movements outside the health sector. 
 
These practical protections are not planned for the development of this so-called access 
card. 
 
Indeed the Government has stated that “cardholders can choose to use the access card 
as a high quality proof of identity document outside of their interactions with the (DVA 
and DHS) agencies, if they so wish”

236
. 

 
Meanwhile the Australian Attorney General’s Department is overseeing a project to 
establish common proof-of-identity (POI) documents, to be required by all government 
agencies when identifying and registering their clients. 

 
 
Q: Will businesses or government agencies using the so-called access card as a proof-of-ID be 
able to read your personal information from the chip in the card? 
 
 
Q: Will the so-called access card be accepted and/or required as one of the common POI 
documents needed to access services from any Australian government department? 
 
 
Q: Will pharmacists be allowed to request, or require, this card as ID before selling even non-
prescription items? 
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The Pharmacists’ Guild has reportedly already taken it upon itself to demand photo ID 
of patients purchasing “suspect” items such as cold and flu medicine, and then passing 
on details to police. 
 
The Sydney Morning Herald reported in April 2006 that under ‘Project STOP’, 
pharmacists will require buyers of “suspicious” items to produce photo ID, “details of 
which the chemist then keys into a computer linked to the network.  The identification 
number instantly triggers the display of all recent purchases by the ID holder of suspect 
products … The system also sends a mobile phone message to law enforcement 
agencies giving details of a suspect buyer and the time and place of the attempted 
purchase”

237
. 

 
 
Q: Will the so-called access card be accepted and/or required as evidence of identity for 
electoral enrolment, and/or for voting, under the new voting requirements being introduced? 
 
 
Q: Will the so-called access card be accepted and/or required in order to obtain a driver’s 
licence and/or buy a vehicle? 
 
 
Q: Will the so-called access card be used as the key to parents’ daily access to child-care 
centres? 
 

Government officials have said “that is not decided yet”
238

. 
 
According to a media report, the Government has approved a $50 million software 
system, to be run by the Department of Family and Community Services, to track use of 
child-care down to the individual child

239
.  The report says parents will be issued with 

swipe cards or PINs, needed to clock their children in and our of child-care centres. 
 
 
Q: Will the so-called access card be used as the key to monitoring child truancy or targeting 
welfare payments in Aboriginal communities? 
 
 
Q: Why is there no proposal to prohibit anyone other than DHS and DVA agencies from 
requesting (accepting) or demanding (requiring) the card for identification purposes? 
 
 
Q: Will the so-called access card be accepted or required as proof of identity when opening a 
bank account, under the new anti-money laundering rules? 
 
 
Q: Has the Privacy Impact Assessment specifically examined the likely increased incidence of 
data-matching and data-mining on customers in the private sector that will arise from this so-
called access card, given the impending anti-money-laundering reforms, which will shortly 
introduce a new regime requiring customers of not only banks but lawyers, accountants, real 
estate agents and jewellers to identify themselves using photo ID? 
 
 
Q: Will the “low POI confidence flag” be visible on the face of a person’s card, or only found on 
the chip? 
 

KPMG recommended that people who cannot meet the minimum standards of 
registration information should have a “low POI confidence flag”

240
. 
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If the “low POI confidence flag” is printed on the face of the card, it would likely lead to 
(or entrench) discrimination against already-disadvantaged people.  In effect, some 
people would be flagged as second-class citizens.  
 
However if this information is only held on the chip (as the KPMG Report recommends 
and as Departmental officials claim will be the case

241
), how will third party users of the 

card be able to determine whether or not the card can be relied upon as ‘proof of 
identity’, unless they have a card reader?  Requiring a card reader undermines the 
stated utility of the so-called Access Card as an all-purpose, simple and reliable photo 
ID card. 
 

 
Q: Does the $1.09 billion budget allocation include money for these businesses to install 
smartcard readers so that they can verify the validity of a so-called access card when it is 
presented to them as evidence of identity, as required under the impending anti-money-
laundering reforms? 
 
 
Q: How does the plan for a “low POI confidence flag” undermine other privacy promises? 
 

The plan for a “low POI confidence flag”, to be held on the chip of cards issued to 
people who could not meet the minimum standards of registration information, suggests 
that third party users of the card will need a card reader, to first test whether the 
Government is confident enough about each card holder’s identity to not issue a “low 
POI confidence flag”

242
. 

 
This has two implications:  firstly, the alleged ‘privacy enhancing’ nature of the card, as 
a useful ‘proof of ID’ card with limited extraneous information on its face, is shown to be 
false – the extra information will simply be read from the chip instead; and secondly, the 
argument about the card number needing to be on the face (or back) of the card is also 
shown to be untrue. 
 
The net result is that the Government is unable to deliver on one of its promises to 
deliver a simple ‘proof of ID’ card for people who suffer now from the lack of a photo ID 
card because they don’t have a driver’s licence.  The card could only work as a ‘proof of 
ID’ card when read in conjunction with information stored on the chip, which opens the 
door for a far more privacy-invasive (and expensive) model of ID card than we have 
been promised to date. 

 
 

Cancellation of the card 
 
Q: In what circumstances will cards be cancelled? 
 
 
Q: What information about cancelled benefits, and the reasons for their cancellation, will be 
stored on the Register? 
 
 

Security of the card 
 
Q: How secure will the card be from forgery? 
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Even Government MPs have raised concerns that the card “can be and will be 
forged”

243
. 
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The ID number 
 
Q: What is so different about the proposal for this ID number – most of us already have a 
driver’s licence? 

 
What is most significant and different about the proposed system is that there will be a 
personal number that is both unique and universal – meaning every person will have 
one, and the number will be unique to that person – that is included in a card carried by 
at least every adult. 
 
Australians do not currently have assigned to them a single, universal and unique 
number on a government-issued document: drivers’ licences and passports are unique 
but not universally held; current Medicare card numbers are universal but not unique, 
because they can cover more than one adult family member; tax file numbers are not 
printed on a government-issued document, and their use outside selected purposes is 
strictly prohibited.  The so-called Access Card will involve a unique number for every 
person, and a unique card for every adult, with a number showing on the back of the 
card. 

 
 
Q: What’s wrong with having a unique and universal national ID number on a card? 
 

The ID number becomes the key to unlock a myriad of records. 
 
The creation of a single, unique and universal identification number means 
governments and businesses can not only identify people at the time of a transaction, 
but can also link their records with information about the same people collated from 
other organisations, and thus build up profiles of our activity. 
 
The card number thus creates a single key, through which both governments and 
businesses can confidently index, link, track and profile our movements, transactions, 
and personal affairs, combining records in large scale and routine ways. 
 
This poses privacy, physical security and identity security concerns. 

 
 
Q: What is the estimated dollar value of identity fraud or theft likely to be generated by this 
project, as a result of creating a single universal and unique identifier for effectively all adult 
Australians? 
 
 
Q: What does the Privacy Impact Assessment indicate are the privacy implications of creating a 
single universal and unique identifier for effectively all adult Australians? 
 
 
Q: Has the Privacy Impact Assessment specifically examined the likely increased incidence of 
data-matching and data-mining on customers, across the public and private sectors, that will 
arise from placing a unique and universal card number on the surface of the card, given the 
need for card-holders to routinely present their card in order to identify themselves, or claim any 
concession-based discounts or rebates, to a vast range of government agencies and private 
businesses? 
 
 
Q: What will prevent the use of the card number being used to link together the records 
generated from multiple requests for proof of ID? 
 
 
Q: Will any prohibition be placed on linking a person’s card number to a business’s customer 
records, or to other government records? 
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When this scenario was put to Government officials giving evidence before the Senate 
in 2006, the best they could say was that this was “not in scope at the moment”

244
. 

 
The first draft Bill allowed collection of a person’s access card number with their 
consent, or where the collecting organisation was otherwise authorised.  This would 
include a range of industries (banking, gambling, financial planners, accountants, real 
estate agents and jewellers) under new anti-money laundering laws, which require 
those industries to copy details of your photo ID before providing you with a service. 
 
Protection from using the card number to link records together therefore depends on 
what privacy laws cover the organisation collecting your card number.  Only some 
businesses and State and Territory government agencies are covered by privacy laws 
which prohibit the adoption of unique identifiers issued by the Commonwealth 
government. 

 
 
Q: Has the Privacy Impact Assessment identified the following scenario: that the card number is 
used to track and link together records generated from a demand for photo ID each time a 
person boards a plane, mails a parcel overseas, visits a doctor, writes a cheque, fills a 
prescription, applies for social security benefits, rents a car, rents a house, buys some jewellery, 
seeks financial advice, seeks legal advice, or opens a bank account? 
 
 
Q: Has the Privacy Impact Assessment examined the likely link between the so-called access 
card and public transport ticketing programs? 
 

We don’t know, but the risk is there. 
 
For example, the NSW Government is introducing a smartcard ticketing program known 
as T-Card.  The NSW Government has proposed that every T-Card issued to 
concession-card-holders will include details of their concession card or status on their 
T-Card.  From 2010, the so-called Access Card would be the only means of proving that 
concession entitlement.  The T-Card will thus record details of concession-holders’ 
every movement on public transport, in an identifiable form, most likely including their 
access card number.  However the T-Card data will be held by a state-owned ticketing 
corporation that is exempt from both NSW and federal privacy laws. 

 
 
Q: Given it is likely that the NSW Government’s T-Card program will collect and use the access 
card number when issuing tickets to concession-card-holders in NSW, have the privacy 
implications of this use of the card number – that the physical movements of concession-
holders on public transport can be linked to other information about their transactions - been 
considered with respect to the overall implications arising from the so-called access card? 
 
 
Q: When a replacement card is issued, will the card number be the same as for the old card? 
 

The Government has indicated that the card number will change with each re-issue of 
the card

245
.  We have also been told that “internal design documents” say that 

replacement cards will be issued with new card numbers on a random basis, rather than 
on the incremental basis used now for Medicare cards

246
. 
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The national population register 
 
 

Database contents 
 
Q: What information about people will be held on the national population database (now known 
as the “Register”)? 
 

First, the Register is proposed to have all the same information as is on the ID card’s 
chip: “address, date of birth, concession status and details of any children or other 
dependents”

247
.  That must also mean your name, photograph and signature. 

 
That presumably also includes the ‘optional’ information about emergency contacts and 
health information, although the Taskforce’s Discussion Paper on the topic fails to 
mention this issue.  (However the KPMG Report does refer to the voluntary medical and 
emergency information, and states that this information “will be also be held on the 
SCRS to enable lost cards to be replaced")

248
. 

 
Second, from other sources we have discovered that they also plan to store the 
biometric photo ‘template’, suitable for facial recognition purposes, as well as the digital 
photo itself

249
. 

 
Third, there will be a unique number (“identifier”) associated to each person – not just 
adults. 
 
Fourth, the Register will also contain information about customer relationships with each 
participating agency, such as a flag to indicate you are a current ‘customer’ of Medicare 
and CSA. 
 
And fifth, we know from answers given to Senators that the Government also intends to 
scan and keep copies of the documents you will have to provide, to obtain a card in the 
first place

250
 – and that the stored copied will go into the Register

251
. 

 
There has also been discussion about whether or not your place of birth, Aboriginality or 
racial origin should be included in the Register

252
. 

 
The Government has said that the Register will not include the serial number of the chip 
used in each card

253
. 

 
 
Q: If the Register is going to have all the same information on it as would be found from the chip 
(and then some), and service providers who will be ‘reading’ the chip in their smartcard 
terminals also need to connect to the Register to check that the data in the chip is still current, 
why do we need data on the chip at all – why not just store everything in the Register? 
 

The Government has said that all this data needs to be duplicated across both the chip 
and the Register, so that the data can be read from a card’s chip in “offline” 
environments where connection to the Register (i.e. online access) is not available.  
This would include “mobile services”. 
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Q: What kind of “mobile services” are we talking about? 
 

The Government hasn’t been clear, but presumably these are people with smartcard 
readers, enough power to power the reader, but no internet connection. 
 
We’re guessing this could maybe be doctors making home visits, paramedics working in 
the field, or people selling bus tickets from the bus rather than from a fixed ticket kiosk. 
 

 
Q: If “mobile services” can’t connect to the Register to verify data held on the chip, how can they 
check the current validity of the card-holder’s concession status? 
 

They can’t. 
 
 
Q: Does this mean pensioners will no longer be able to buy their concession bus ticket from the 
bus driver? 
 

Probably – although it will depend on how relaxed the vendor’s rules are.  However the 
Department has suggested for example that people will need to buy their concession 
bus tickets from ticket vendors who are connected “online” to the Register

254
. 

 
 
Q: Does this mean that our personal information is going to be stored on the card’s chip and on 
the Register, even though storing information on the chip is actually only necessary for those 
few occasions when a person is seeking to access health or welfare benefits (but not 
concession-based services) from a “mobile” service that has power but no internet connection? 
 
 
Q: Will the ‘optional’ emergency contacts and health information also be saved on the Register? 
 
 
Q: Will any other ‘optional’ information that people choose to store on the chip (e.g. their 
shopping lists) also be saved on the Register? 
 
 
Q: Will people be able to nominate their preferred name (e.g. Bill / William, or maiden / 
married)? 
 
 
Q: Will people be able to maintain different (but legitimate) names for different customer 
interactions across DHS / DVA agencies (e.g. Bill / William, or maiden / married)? 
 
 
Q: Will the Register contain telephone numbers?  (Will they be required? How will silent 
numbers be protected?) 
 
 
Q: Will people be able to maintain different (but legitimate) addresses for different customer 
interactions across DHS / DVA agencies? 
 
 
Q: Will people be required by law to supply an address? 
 
 
Q: Will people be able to supply a post office box instead of their home address? 
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Q: Will people be able to suppress their home address so it is blocked from view of most or all 
readers of the database? 
 
 
Q: Will people be required by law to maintain the accuracy of their address?   

 
 
Q: Within what timeframe will people be required to notify each change of address? 
 
 
Q: What will be the penalties for failure to notify a change of address? 
 
 
Q: What data-matching with any other organisation, or against any other datasets, will be run, to 
identify cases of alleged failures to notify a change of address? 
 
 
Q: Will the Register contain a copy of the photograph of the card-holder? 

 
Yes, the literature about the proposal on the DHS website says that lost cards can be 
reissued by post “because there is a registration photo” still in the Register

255
. 

 
However it also says that a biometric photograph “can be translated into a mathematical 
algorithm and used to test for similarity of appearance against the biometric 
photographs of other people….”

256
.  (Note however that the algorithm is not the set of 

numbers derived from a photograph, it is the method for doing the reduction.  The 
proper term for the reduced biometric dataset is a "template".) 
 
Indeed the KPMG business case recommended: “It is proposed that the photo be 
capable of digital matching to prevent duplicate issuance of cards”

257
.  This suggests 

that some storage of photographs is intended. 
 
One government official giving evidence to the Senate stated: “That photograph would 
be on the card, in the chip, and on the database”

258
. 

 
A second official then stated: “at the point of capture when people register for the card 
that image will be able to be checked against the database of images and I will not be 
able to get two cards with my one face”

259
. 

 
 

Q: Will the Register contain a biometric template, describing the facial features of the card-
holder (based on their digital photograph)? 

 
Yes. 
 
 

Q: Why does the Register need both an actual photo, and the biometric template? 
 
The Consumer and Privacy Taskforce has suggested the reason for the Register 
storing the actual photograph, as well as the biometric template used for facial 
recognition purposes at the time of registration, is for a ‘customer convenience’ reason - 
so that lost or stolen cards can be replaced by mail, rather than requiring the person to 
come back in to repeat the registration process. 
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However this ‘customer convenience’ would come at the expense of considerable 
privacy risks, and the Taskforce notes that “consumers might have more confidence in 
a system which is less convenient”

260
. 

 
More recently the Department has suggested that both the original photo and the 
template will be stored so that, as biometric technology improves over time, new 
‘improved’ templates can be generated from the existing photograph

261
. 

 
 

Q: Could the project objectives still be met without creating a national photographic database? 
 
 
Q: What information will be stored on ‘my’ Register record for each of my children or listed 
dependents: e.g. will it include their card number (whether for issued or un-issued cards), 
Register ID number, photo, name/s, date of birth, gender, birth parents, relationship to me, 
whether a current/active relationship, and relationship start/expiry dates? 
 
 
Q: How long will the dependent relationship data be stored on the Register, or in backups, 
archives or off line storage? 
 
 
Q: What are the full range of dependent relationships to be recorded in the Register – e.g. 
spouse, de facto spouse, same sex partner, parent, non-custodial parent, step-parent, foster 
parent, carer …? 
 
 
Q: Will the signature be stored on Register as an image (a digitised picture of a signature), or as 
a biometric? 
 
 
Q: Why would the Register need to contain a scanned copy of my birth certificate and driver’s 
licence? 

 
We understand the Government plans to scan documents and then check their veracity, 
before issuing a new Access Card – so the process is not necessarily ‘on-the-spot’. 
 
However given the Government’s separate initiative to fund the Document Verification 
Service, which aims to provide an online, real-time system for checking the veracity of 
evidence-of-identity documents such as birth certificates, immigration records, driver’s 
licences and passports, we see no need for DHS or DVA to scan or copy most people’s 
foundation documents. 

 
 
Q: What security risks are posed by the proposal to let the Register contain a scanned copy of 
my birth certificate and driver’s licence? 

 
In our view this presents a ludicrous security risk, as the database would contain not 
only the very documents needed to perpetrate identity theft elsewhere, but would in 
particular include each person’s mother's maiden name (from birth certificates), which is 
one of things many banks and other businesses ask their customers as a so-called 
secret question/answer to establish one's identity when obtaining service over the 
telephone.  Drivers’ licences and passports can also include additional information 
about a person irrelevant to the purposes of DHS agencies or DVA, such as place of 
birth, or licence conditions such as the need to wear spectacles or use an alcohol-
locking device. 
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Database access – DHS and DVA 
 
Q: Who will hold and manage the Register? 

 
The Government has stated that the Register will be “separate from DVA and Human 
Services agencies such as Medicare and Centrelink”

262
. 

 
However when giving evidence before the Senate, one Government official claimed “the 
most likely location … is in one of the agencies”, while a second added: “But completely 
separate”

263
. 

 
Furthermore it became apparent that outsourcing the Register to a private firm “has not 
been ruled in or out”

264
. 

 
 
Q: Who will have access to the data held in the Register? 

 
The Government has stated that access to the Register will be limited to “authorised 
people”

265
. 

 
This is of course a non-answer, intended to reassure without actually promising any 
protection whatsoever.  (As if a Government would ever answer that it would enable 
access to “unauthorised people”!)  The question remains: who will be ‘authorised’? 

 
 

Q: Which DVA and DHS agencies will have access to the Register? 
 
 

Q: If the Child Support Agency (part of the DHS) will have access to the Register, why is this not 
mentioned in the Government’s literature? 
 
 
Q: How will agencies have access to the Register?  (e.g. open, online access? limited access to 
individual records on request?) 
 

The Government has stated that the Register will ensure that information is “kept up to 
date across Medicare, Centrelink and the Department of Veterans’ Affairs”

266
. 

 
Government officials giving evidence before the Senate first suggested that “any staff 
member of any agency who needed to see that information would see only that 
information”

267
.  However this was later contradicted: “they will be able to read the card 

to confirm the photograph but they would not be able to access the secure customer 
registration system”

268
. 

 
 
Q: Approximately how many different people will have access to the Register across DVA and 
DHS? 
 

There are approximately 30,000 staff who work in DHS agencies
269

.  We don’t know 
how many of those will have access to the Register. 
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Q: What strategy is there to make the people who have authorised access to create, add to or 
amend records in the Register less ‘error-prone’ than existing DHS / DVA staff? 
 
 

Database access – card-holders 
 
Q: How will people be able to see and correct their own records held in the Register? 
 

The Government has stated that the people will be able to view and update their 
information by accessing the Register online

270
. 

 
However online service delivery using a smartcard depends on the user having a 
smartcard reader attached to their PC – which will only slowly become commonplace.  
Without a smartcard reader, online service delivery depends on login/password 
combination, which is insecure and subject to ‘phishing’ attacks. 

 
 
Q: How will online access to the Register work – with smartcard readers, and/or 
login/passwords? 
 
 
Q: How will people identify themselves over the internet to obtain access to their own records, 
without exposing themselves to identity fraud or theft, if they don’t have their own smartcard 
reader? 
 
 
Q: What analysis has been done of the estimated dollar value of identity fraud or theft likely to 
be generated by this project, as a result of allowing individuals’ online access to the Register, 
ripe for targeting by phishing and similar attacks to obtain people’s passwords? 
 
 
Q: How else might people be able to see or update their records? 
 

Government officials giving evidence before the Senate have said that most likely 
people would seek to change their information (such as notify a change of address) 
over the telephone, using the ‘secret questions and answers’ (SQA) technique that is 
used now by Centrelink

271
. 

 
Yet the SQA technique was criticised by KPMG as not providing the two-factor 
authentication and non-repudiation now required under the Australian Government’s 
Authentication Framework

272
. 

 
KPMG anticipates that even with the card, the “majority of service settings will be face-
to-face”

273
.  Government officials have also mentioned the ability to use a computer 

‘kiosk’, located within a Centrelink office
274

. 
 
 

Database access – third parties 
 
Q: Other than the card-holder themselves, and DVA and DHS agencies, what other people or 
organisations will be “authorised” to have access to the Register? 
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Q: How will third party access be made available, and in what circumstances? 
 
 
Q: Will all information on the Register be made available, or will components be ‘siloed’? 
 
 
Q: Will state and/or federal police forces, or security agencies such as ASIO, have access?  In 
what circumstances? 
 

When asked about police and ASIO access to the Register, Government officials giving 
evidence before the Senate said “Nothing will change in terms of the powers of those 
people”

275
.  They also said that access by police and security force access had not 

been considered in the Privacy Impact Assessment prepared as part of the business 
case. 
 
Later debates surrounding the first Bill highlighted that the Department intended to rely 
on existing Privacy Act rules for accessing DHS databases by police and security 
agencies, rather than introducing any special protections.  This means that police and 
security agencies need not produce a warrant or subpoena – they only need to satisfy 
the Department that they want the information for law enforcement purposes.  The 
Department head said she tries to “facilitate access” for federal police, and in only one 
instance in the previous two and a half years did she insist on a search warrant

276
.  She 

noted “there is not an intention on our part to limit access.  This is supposed to be 
fighting fraud; why would we be limiting access for the AFP?”

277
. 

 
She also noted that the Department can disclose personal information to State police 
under the same provisions, and that although she would not be “compelled” by the case 
of State transit police seeking to identify “someone doing damage to a train … or putting 
their feet on a seat, or leaving a bit of chewing gum behind”, she would “have to deal 
with every case on their merits”

278
. 

 
 
Q: Will the Tax Office have access?  In what circumstances? 
 
 
Q: Will DIMIA have access?  In what circumstances? 
 
 
Q: Will the Australian Bureau of Statistics have access?  In what circumstances? 
 
 
Q: Will researchers have access?  In what circumstances? 
 
 
Q: Will businesses have access?  In what circumstances? 
 

One Government MP has noted that “it is only a matter of time … before the private 
sector will say, ‘We seek access back to the national registration database to ensure 
that the card is a valid card.’”

279
. 

 

Database uses – data-matching 
 
Q: Outside the DVA and DHS agencies, what other people or organisations will be allowed to 
conduct or participate in data- matching, data-mining or data-cleansing as against the Register? 
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Q: What other sources (people, organisations or datasets) will be used by the holder of the 
Register to conduct data-matching, data-mining or data-cleansing? 
 
 
Q: What prohibition will there be on linking a person’s data to data about their family members? 
 
 
Q: What prohibition will there be on linking a person’s data to census data? 
 
 
Q: What prohibition will there be on linking a person’s data to data from the electoral roll, the 
Integrated Public Number Database (which includes silent numbers), or driver’s licence 
databases? 
 
 
Q: What prohibition will there be on linking a person’s data to fingerprints, DNA and/or criminal 
records held by CrimTrac or police forces? 
 
 
Q: Will facial recognition technology be used to match people photographed on CCTV cameras 
to identify them from the centralised database? 
 

When asked about the possibility of matching photographs taken from CCTV footage as 
against the photos held in the Register, a Government official admitted that while there 
were “no plans at this stage to link the two”, they had been speaking to AGIMO about 
the national standards for CCTV

280
. 

 
However more recently the NSW Government announced a $1 million investment in 
275 high-resolution CCTV cameras at train stations which, according to the Transport 
Minister John Watkins, offer “a full facial image capable of being matched with facial 
recognition software databases”

281
, and “full-facial image recognition so that means it 

links into the police … database”
282

.  It was also announced that the images would be 
“fed back … for 24-hour observation”

283
. 

 
If a State Government is investing in technology that allows images from CCTV to be 
matched to images on a database, using facial recognition technology, it seems 
inevitable that any number of operators of CCTV systems – whether in public or private 
sector – will look to the Register, with its ready stock of the photographs of 16.5 million 
Australians, to see if they can identify people captured in their CCTV footage. 

 
 

Database security 
 
Q: What security arrangements will there be around the database? 
 

The Government has only said “it will be a lot more secure than any other system that 
we have”

284
. 

 
The Consumer and Privacy Taskforce has only noted that the Government “may put 
technological arrangements in place to prevent unauthorised access” (emphasis 
added)

285
. 
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Q: What security ranking will be applied to the data held on the Register, under the Information 
Security requirements of the Commonwealth Protective Security Manual – e.g. “protected”, 
“highly protected”, “secret” or “top secret”? 
 
 
Q: What strategy is there to make the people who have authorised access to the Register more 
‘corruption-proof’ than existing DHS / DVA staff? 
 

None that we can find.  The Minister has simply said that “The same penalties, including 
gaol terms, that apply to Human Services Agency staff for inappropriately accessing a 
database will still apply and may even be increased”

286
. 

 
We believe the Register will not be any more secure, or free from corruption, than any 
other database. 

 
 
Q: When was the last time a public servant from DHS accessed or disclosed personal 
information inappropriately from a client database? 
 

There has been a recent rash of Australian Government agencies finding multiple cases 
of misuse of client data by their own employees – from inappropriate access to 
unauthorised alterations and disclosures: 

o Centrelink found 600 staff over a two-year period had committed 790 breaches; of 
these, 19 were sacked and almost 100 resigned 

o the Child Support Agency discovered 405 breaches over a period of nine months, 
including 69 cases where sensitive information including addresses was given to 
former spouses; the Opposition has claimed that these breaches placed mothers 
and children at risk, and that in two cases the Government had to pay to relocate 
families as a result 

o at the ATO, 16 of 27 offending staff were sacked or resigned
287

. 
 
These privacy breaches have illustrated the temptation faced by people with authorised 
access to clients records, to look up the address of former acquaintances. 
 

 
Q: When was the last time a public servant from DHS lost their job for accessing or disclosing 
personal information inappropriately from a client database? 
 

Sometime in the past two years, 19 Centrelink staff were sacked for accessing or 
disclosing personal information inappropriately from a client database

288
. 

 
 
Q: When was the last time a public servant from DHS was fined for accessing or disclosing 
personal information inappropriately from a client database? 
 

It doesn’t look like criminal prosecutions have been launched against any of the 600 
Centrelink staff involved in recent privacy breaches. 
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Q: When was the last time a public servant from DHS went to gaol for accessing or disclosing 
personal information inappropriately from a client database? 
 

It doesn’t look like criminal prosecutions have been launched against any of the 600 
Centrelink staff involved in recent privacy breaches. 

 
 
Q: What screening process will be applied to the staff who will have access to the Register? 
 
 
Q: Will every user of the Register be given a unique log-in identity? 
 
 
Q: Will card-holders be able to specify certain users to be barred from accessing their records 
(e.g. an estranged family member who works in Centrelink)? 
 
 
Q: Will there be an audit trial or ‘log’ of every amendment to a record? 

 
 

Q: Will there be an audit trial or ‘log’ of every time a record is viewed or printed with or without 
amendment? 

 
 

Q: Will the Government commit to a “database breach notification” legal requirement, as many 
States in the USA are now adopting, so that people at risk of identity fraud or identity theft 
because of a security breach of the Register database can be warned and can take 
preventative action? 

 
The then Acting Head of the Office of Access Card said “If anything goes wrong and we 
know about it, obviously we will inform the customer”

289
. 

 
However officials later backtracked on this promise to notify clients of breaches 
affecting their security.  There is no requirement of this type in the Bills seen to date. 
 
 

Q: How many staff will be employed to assist people with re-establishing their identity in the 
event of identity fraud or identity theft, arising from a security breach of the Register database? 
 
 
Q: What analysis has been done of the estimated dollar value of identity fraud or theft likely to 
be generated by this project, as a result of creating a single ‘honey-pot’ database containing the 
name, current address, date of birth etc for effectively every adult in Australia, ripe for targeting 
by hackers or organised criminals? 
 
 

Governance 
 
 

Loopholes in the law 
 
Q: Is the federal Privacy Act strong enough to cope with the implications of this proposal? 
 

Not even close. 
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Not all third party users of the so-called access card, the card number and/or the data in 
the Register will be covered by privacy laws.  Exempt bodies include: 

o political parties 
o media organisations 
o small businesses 
o large businesses in relation to their employee records 
o government agencies in Qld, SA and WA 
o police and state-owned corporations in NSW (including significant holders 

of personal information such as utilities and public transport / ticketing 
agencies) 

 
Numerous reviews have already found further loopholes and leakage points in both 
State/Territory and federal privacy laws.  Another, more comprehensive review of our 
system of privacy laws is now underway at the Australian Law Reform Commission, at 
the request of the federal Government, which is due to report in 2008. 
 
It is worth remembering that the federal Privacy Act was drafted in 1988, immediately 
after the ‘Australia Card’ proposal for a national ID card was withdrawn.  The challenges 
posed by such a scheme were therefore not contemplated in 1988.  In fact it was 
opposite: the federal Privacy Act was drafted to suit an environment in which there 
would be no such proposal. 
 

 
Q: Given the concerns that our system of privacy laws in Australia is not adequate to deal with 
new technological challenges, why does the Government not act first to plug the loopholes and 
leakage points, or at least wait for the results of the ALRC review, before introducing the highly 
risky and highly invasive so-called access card? 
 
 
Q: Given the possibility of function creep, data creep and access creep, how will decisions be 
made about future ‘bids’ for access, both to the card itself and to information on the Register, 
both within and outside the current proposed agencies, objectives and data content limits? 
 
 

Authorising legislation 
 
 
Q: What legislation has been proposed? 
 

An exposure draft Bill was released for comment in mid December 2006, with 
comments due in January 2007.  Not surprisingly given the so-called “consultation 
period” was conducted over the summer holiday period, there was little public input into 
the draft Bill. 
 
The first Bill was then tabled in Parliament and debated in the House of 
Representatives in February 2007.  Various amendments moved by Labor, in an 
attempt to import some of the recommendations made by the consumer and privacy 
taskforce, were rejected by the Government.  The Government said that one or two 
later Bills would address privacy concerns, as well as provide further detail on the 
scheme. 
 
The Bill was referred to a Senate Committee on 8 February 2007, with a five-week 
reporting deadline.  The Senate Committee held public hearings in Sydney, Melbourne 
and Canberra.  The Senate Committee referred to the number of topics missing from 
the Bill, noted its “general unease with the adequacy of this bill”, and considered that it 
was “being asked to approve the implementation of the access card on blind faith 
without full knowledge of the details or implications of the program”

290
. 
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The Government-led Senate Committee reported on 15 March 2007, with an 
unanimous recommendation that the first Bill be withdrawn by the Government, and that 
the Government not re-introduce the Bill until such time as there was only one, 
comprehensive Bill, covering all aspects of the scheme.   
 
In March 2007 the new Minister, Chris Ellison, agreed to withdraw the first Bill, and 
promised to table a new, comprehensive Bill by mid-June, to cover all aspects of the 
scheme.  In May 2007 he then claimed that “a variety of issues” would not be in the new 
Bill, but instead in “regulations and administrative aspects” of the scheme

291
.  He 

nonetheless said there would be a Bill tabled in June, referred to the Senate Committee 
for inquiry during July, ready for Parliamentary debate in August, and that he “will be 
amazed if we do not … have a very informed debate (in Parliament in August)”

292
. 

 
However in June 2007 Minister Ellison did not table a new Bill in Parliament, but instead 
released a new exposure draft Bill to the media, and called for public submissions by 
August. 
 
 

Q: What will happen if the new Bill doesn’t get through Parliament? 
 

One journalist has claimed that the Government has hinted that it will instead push 
through the rollout of the access card, including the addition of smartcard chips and 
photographs to the existing Medicare card scheme, under existing provisions of the 
Health Insurance Act

293
. 

 
 

The consumer and privacy taskforce 
 
 
Q: Was the consumer and privacy taskforce recommended by KPMG? 
 

No.  KPMG recommended a wider stakeholder advisory body, whose role it would be to 
provide a single point of coordinate stakeholder advice to the Minister, and provide 
advice to government to ensure business rules and detailed design reflect consideration 
of the privacy issues raised

294
. 

 
 
Q: What is the purpose of the Taskforce? 
 

The Taskforce has been given no written terms of reference.  This makes its purpose 
vague, and open to interpretation. 
 
The Office of Access Card website says the Taskforce is “to address consumer and 
privacy issues related to development of the (access card) … and “provide independent 
advice to the Minister on consumer and privacy issues”. 
 
Government officials have also suggested the Taskforce “to develop detailed advice to 
the government on operational issues and on how implementation risks can be 
managed”

295
. 

 
The Taskforce itself describes its role as “to facilitate a process of community 
consultation about the issues raised by the Government’s access card and to open up 
additional lines of input to the Government’s final decision making”

296
. 
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The Taskforce has expressly excluded itself from commenting on “the analysis 
presented by Government and its other advisers about either the cost of establishing 
the proposed scheme, or the financial benefits or savings expected to revenue which 
are expected to accrue”

297
. 

 
 
Q: What is the scope of issues the Taskforce will examine? 
 

The Office of Access Card website states:  “The primary focus of the Taskforce will be 
to address the tension between meeting consumer demand for increased Access Card 
functionality and any concerns that consumers may have about data protection and 
privacy issues”. 
 
This suggests that the Government expects the only tension to be reviewed will relate to 
any additional functionality, not the proposal as it exists now. 
 
The Taskforce itself appears to have also set some limitations in terms of its willingness 
to examine issues arising from the proposal.  While stating that “a robust case … must 
be made out” by the Government for collecting new information not currently held by 
any DHS or DVA agency (specifically, biometric photographs and digitised signatures), 
no mention is made of the privacy and data security concerns that also arise from the 
proposal to combine, use, share or store existing data in new ways

298
. 

 
 
Q: What does the Minister mean when he suggests that consumer demands and privacy 
protection might be at odds – don’t “consumers” want their privacy protected too? 
 

Privacy protection is of course one of the many concerns that people, or “consumers”, 
will have.  We reject the notion that somehow consumer concerns and privacy concerns 
are at odds. 
 
However there is a conflict between the arbitrarily specified "convenience" of having 
everything saved both on your card’s chip and on the Register database (so that a lost 
card can be instantly replicated, including photo and signature, just from the Register 
database), and the fundamental data security and privacy hazards that this central 
duplication of such a rich dataset of personal information inevitably creates. 
 
Ultimately the value in the Register is for the Government, not “consumer convenience” 
– the purpose of the Register is to enable mass population surveillance, data linkages 
and data mining. 

 
 
Q: What will be the work of the Taskforce? 
 

The Minister has described the role of the Taskforce as “to consult on consumer and 
privacy issues”

299
. 

 
Government officials have suggested the Taskforce would “take on board the concerns 
of consumers and privacy advocates in relation to this project to feed them back to the 
deputy secretary and directly to the minister so that we can make any necessary 
adjustments”

300
. 

 
Specific work tasks suggested by Government officials as to be dealt with by the 
Taskforce include determining if any changes are needed to policy as a result of the 
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Privacy Impact Assessment previously done; and what limits should be put on the 
card’s use by third parties seeking ‘proof of ID’

301
. 

 
 
Q: Is the Taskforce independent of the Government? 
 

The first Minister for Human Services, Joe Hockey, described the Taskforce as 
“independent”

302
.  The Taskforce’s website – part of the Office of the Access Card’s 

website – states that the Taskforce “reports directly to the Minister for Human Services 
and acts independently of the Office of Access Card”

303
. 

 
However Government officials have denied that it is “an independent body”, instead 
describing the Taskforce as “a task and consultative dimension of the implementation 
group” within the Department of Human Services

 304
. 

 
Three of the four Taskforce members are contracted to, and paid by, the Department of 
Human Services.  The fourth – the Taskforce’s Secretariat - is an employee and direct 
representative of the Department.  Indeed we understand that the first occupant of the 
Secretariat position was removed from his position by the Department over the 
objections of the three other Taskforce members.  This hardly suggests that Taskforce 
is “independent”. 

 
 
Q: Can the Taskforce publish its own reports? 

 
The Taskforce’s website – part of the Office of the Access Card’s website – states that 
the Taskforce “will be making its own public statements and will issue independent 
reports”

305
. 

 
However Professor Fels admitted to a Senate Committee that a Discussion Paper he 
had already prepared - Discussion Paper # 3 on Registration – had not yet been 
released by the Government.  This point was confirmed by Prof Fels in a Media 
Release when the paper was eventually published after the Senate Committee had 
already finished its inquiry: "The paper was written by the Taskforce prior to the Senate 
Inquiry Report being released"

306
. 

 
Likewise the Taskforce’s first Report was presented to the then Minister Joe Hockey in 
September 2006, but not released by the Minister until November 2006

307
. 

  
Therefore it would appear that the Taskforce cannot publish its own reports, and that 
there is substantial delay in either the Office of the Access Card and/or the Minister’s 
office in approving reports for release.  The Department, instead of the Taskforce itself, 
has also determined when submissions to the Taskforce can be published on the 
Taskforce’s website. 

 
 
Q: Can the Minister sack the Taskforce members if he disagrees with their advice? 
 

Yes, via his Department. 
 
The terms of appointment of the Taskforce members are based on a standard labour 
hire contract for a specified time, subject to renewal.   
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Unlike statutory independent positions which require proof of incapacity or corruption 
and only allow removal by a third party such as the Governor General, we understand 
the Taskforce members’ employment contract allows either party to terminate the 
contract at any time.  The Department of Human Services is the relevant party which 
can terminate the services of one or more Taskforce members at any time. 
 

 
Q: What is the accountability of the Taskforce? 
 

The Taskforce chair, Allen Fels, is supposed to report directly to the Minister for Human 
Services. 
 
However the Australian Privacy Foundation has been told of times when 
communications between the Taskforce and the Minister have been affected by 
interference from the Department of Human Services. 

 
 
Q: Is the Taskforce neutral or in favour of the so-called access card going ahead? 
 

Government officials have said the Taskforce is part of the “implementation group” 
within the Department of Human Services

308
. 

 
The Chair of the Taskforce, Allen Fels, has said: “I accepted the appointment because I 
believe the access card has the potential to significantly benefit Australians by cutting 
red tape for families and business as well as making access to government services 
simpler. Of course this all needs to be balanced with appropriately defined privacy and 
security protections”

309
. 

 
Allen Fels has also said: “I guarantee that community issues will be fully considered 
during the development of an access card system”

310
. 

 
 
Q: Who is on the Taskforce? 

 
The Taskforce chair is Professor Allen Fels, whose appointment extends to roughly one 
day per week.  Full-time members are Chris Puplick (former NSW Privacy 
Commissioner), and John Wood (former Commonwealth Deputy Ombudsman).  The 
fourth member, originally Ben Battisson but since replaced, was an employee and 
representative of the Department of Human Services. 
 
 

Q: Were the Taskforce positions advertised or subject to expressions of interest? 
 
No. 
 
 

Q: Will the Taskforce be ‘staffed’ with a secretariat? 
 
The members of the Taskforce appear to be it, although the Taskforce has said that 
additional members may be appointed

311
. 

 
 

Q: What is the budget for the Taskforce? 
 
They don’t have a budget appropriation.  Requests to expend money must apparently 
be made to the Minister. 
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Q: Is the Taskforce’s budget part of the $47.3m “communications strategy” budget, or is it part 
of the design budget? 

 
 

Q: What will be the Taskforce’s budget to seek independent advice? 
 
None, unless they can first convince the Minister to provide them with the money. 
 
However the Taskforce appears to be planning to do so: “The Taskforce will be drawing 
upon other specialist assistance from time to time by commissioning the production of 
papers on various technical matters to assist in its deliberations”

312
. 

 
 

Q: Will the Taskforce have the authority to demand documents from the Government? 
 
No.  The Taskforce has no statutory existence, and therefore no powers at all. 
 
 

Q: Will the Taskforce have the authority to publish documents from the Government? 
 
No.  The Taskforce has no statutory existence, and therefore no legal authority at all.  
Any publication of documents provided to them by the Government could be in breach 
of the law of confidence. 
 
However the Chair of the Taskforce has indicated he is willing to speak out publicly if 
necessary:  “As an independent advisor, I can provide an objective perspective to the 
Minister and his department, and to the community, as we address the issues and work 
through them”

313
. 

 
 

Q: Will the Taskforce make public all its recommendations and reports to the Government? 
 
It has not specifically promised to do so, although it has said that it “intends to conduct 
its proceedings in as open and public a fashion as possible”

314
. 

 
 

Q: Are the Taskforce’s consultations being conducted in an independent fashion? 
 

It would appear that a representative of the Department of Human Services is sitting in 
on each consultation meeting.  This creates the perception that Taskforce members are 
being ‘minded’.  There is a risk that genuine and independent debate is being stifled as 
a result, whether intentionally or not. 

 
 
Q: Will the Taskforce have the authority, resources or technical backup to cancel the project, or 
make it conditional on adequate scope, technical, legal and administrative protections? 

 
No.  The Taskforce has no statutory existence, and therefore no legal authority at all.  
The best they can do is recommend to the Minister that he change or cancel his own 
project. 
 
The Taskforce itself has noted that “all final decisions will remain with the responsible 
Minister and the Government”

315
. 

 
The first Minister, Joe Hockey, said of Professor Fels, “I obviously listen to everything 
that he says and take heed of certain things”

316
.  However several key 
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recommendations made by the Taskforce have been rejected by Ministers Hockey and 
Ellison already. 
 
Given the lack of terms of reference, formal powers or statutory or financial 
independence, and the existence of a Departmental representative on the Taskforce, 
we are concerned that the Government sees the purpose of the Taskforce as just to 
smooth the passage of the project, and lull Australians into a false sense of security, 
rather than genuinely make input into the design process or speak on behalf of the 
public interest. 
 
 

Assessing the privacy implications 
 
Q: What assessment was done by KPMG to consider the privacy implications of the project, as 
part of its development of the ‘business case’ for the Government? 
 

Very little it would seem.  Privacy is described as a concern to be “dealt with”, as a set 
of “issues which need to be managed”, as concerns to be addressed at “the 
implementation stage and thereafter”, or as a subject of “reassurance” as part of the 
communications strategy” - rather than actually resolved, by way of building-in privacy 
protections during the planning and design stages

317
. 

 
It is very difficult to have confidence in the likelihood of privacy “add-ons” being 
effective, once the Government has committed to a specific technology model. 
 
Under the heading “The right balance”, the KPMG Report only mentions how the project 
could be privacy enhancing (streamlining the process of amending or updating 
commonly-held information such as change of address), without mentioning its potential 
to be privacy invasive

318
. 

 
 
Q: What assessment has been done by the Government to consider the privacy implications of 
the project? 
 

A Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) on the proposal was commissioned from Clayton 
Utz by the Department in late 2005, and additional advice was provided by a private 
privacy consultant. 

 
 
Q: What did the Privacy Impact Assessment say about the proposal? 

 
We don’t know, because the Minister won’t release the document. 
 
 

Q: What did the Privacy Impact Assessment cover in its scope? 
 
We don’t know, because the Minister won’t release the document.  However 
Government officials have said that the PIA did not review law enforcement bodies’ 
access to the Register database

319
.  They were not sure whether or not the PIA looked 

at the issue of using the biometric photograph to match against photographs taken of 
suspects by CCTV cameras

320
. 

 
 

Q: What recommendations did the Privacy Impact Assessment make about the proposal? 
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Government officials originally suggested that no recommendations were made at all
321

.  
We found this difficult to believe, especially as one of the authors had been quoted as 
saying one of his recommendations was that the PIA be made public

322
. 

 
So it was no surprise when five months later, government officials “clarified” that indeed, 
there were recommendations made in the PIA.  However by the time this admission 
was made, the Government then refused to release those recommendations, on the 
basis that they had “been superceded”

323
. 

 
 

Q: Why was the original Privacy Impact Assessment not released and open for public 
consultation before Cabinet approved the project and the budget was approved? 

 
One Government official suggested that the PIA was not released because “it is still a 
work in progress, so it is not complete”

324
.  However he was quickly contradicted by 

another Government official, who said the PIA had been finalised at the same time as 
the KPMG Report was finalised, as they had “proceeded in parallel … I believe the work 
is complete, yes”

325
. 

 
 

Q: Why won’t the Minister release the Privacy Impact Assessment now? 
 
The then Minister Joe Hockey made a commitment to the then Chair of the Australian 
Privacy Foundation on 9 May 2006 that he would publish the PIA “shortly”.  However at 
a later press conference on 24 May 2006 he said he would not release the PIA because 
it was now “redundant”. 
 
Government officials the following day suggested that although it was “not necessarily 
out of date”, the PIA had not been released because it was “not at the level of detail … 
to be considered alongside a detailed design specification for how the access card will 
operate”

326
.  Officials also suggested the PIA had not been released because it was 

Cabinet-in-confidence
327

. 
 
 

Q: Was the Privacy Impact Assessment prepared concurrently with the KPMG business case 
(i.e. was it reviewing the same model as KPMG was)? 

 
Yes:  “the initial privacy impact assessment and the development of the business case 
… proceeded in parallel with one another”

328
. 

 
So if the PIA is now ‘redundant’ as claimed by the Minister, then surely the KPMG 
report is also redundant – yet the Minister continues to quote the KPMG financial 
estimates to justify this project, without releasing the full details.  
 
 

Q: Were any features of the proposal changed in response to recommendations in the PIA, prior 
to taking the proposal to Cabinet? 

 
The Government saw the PIA as “an input into the policy consideration processes by 
government”

329
; yet later the same official said “there were no changes to the business 

model following the completion of the initial privacy impact assessment”
330

. 
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Another official said “any changes to the policy as a consequence of the privacy impact 
assessment” is yet to be done, and is instead to be the work of the Taskforce

331
. 

 
Yet the Minister contradicted this position, claiming of the PIA that “the advice received 
from Clayton Utz and others was essentially made redundant because the nature of the 
project changed according to the decision of cabinet”

332
. 

 
 

Q: What features of the proposal have changed since the original PIA was prepared? 
 
 
Q: What was the point of commissioning a Privacy Impact Assessment if it was not going to 
impact on the system design, or be publicly released as part of the consultation process? 

 
We suspect the PIA did make recommendations, and probably said things the 
Government didn’t expect to hear, and consequently doesn’t want anyone else to hear 
– such as that the project ran the risk of becoming a defacto national ID card. 
 
This was hinted at by Government officials, who noted that “There were certainly 
concerns about whether this is an ID card or not … that was the concern that was 
highlighted in the initial privacy impact assessment” – but that since then the “ID card 
issue has been resolved; it is not an ID card”

333
. 

 
 
Q: Will there be further PIAs on the proposal, each time it changes?  Will they be prepared 
independently?  Will they be released?  Will they feed into the design process? 
 

Government officials have indicated that a “more detailed privacy impact assessment 
will almost certainly need to be done once the detailed specifications of the access card 
model have been developed”, and “once we know exactly how it is going to work”

334
. 

 
However the Minister has simply said that “Professor Fels is a living, breathing privacy 
impact assessment”

335
. 

 
One project ‘risk’ identified by KPMG is that legitimate privacy concerns will not be 
addressed “at both the implementation stage and thereafter”

336
. 

 
 
Q: Is the Government utilising PIAs the way they should be? 
 

We don’t believe so. 
 
What is of great concern to us is there appears to be no recognition, either by KPMG or 
the Government, that privacy considerations need to be built-in at the planning and 
design stages of the project, not just ‘managed’ through a ‘communications strategy’ at 
the implementation stage, when it is too late to change the design specifications. 
 
Furthermore, PIAs should be publicly released, along with the draft design documents, 
to give the public an opportunity to make fully informed judgments about what level of 
privacy protection they find acceptable. 

 
 

Assessing the costs and financial savings 
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Q: Are the costs and financial savings estimated by KPMG fixed in stone? 
 

No; “things that are in the KPMG report will change as we get a lead adviser on board 
and we make some specific decisions about exactly what it is that we are going to be 
doing”

337
. 

 
 
Q: Has any revision or re-validation of the business case been done since? 
 
 
Q: What are the detailed costings? 
 

We don’t know.  They are in Volume 2 of the KPMG Report, which has not been 
released. 
 
In May 2007 the Democrats Senator Natasha Stott-Despoja lodged a new FOI request 
for the full KPMG Report, arguing that the “commercially sensitive” arguments no longer 
applied.  She was told by the Department that it will charge $867.23 for its release

338
.  It 

is not clear whether the payment of this fee would result in release of the document in 
full, or still with parts edited out. 

 
 
Q: What comparisons were done with overseas experience, to test the assumptions and 
estimates of cost, time and benefits? 
 

KPMG “sought comparable overseas examples to validate our implementation 
timeframe but found no uniform models for implementation”

339
. 

 
 
Q: Will the Consumer and Privacy Taskforce be able to provide independent review of the 
proposal’s costings? 
 

No.  The Taskforce has expressly excluded itself from commenting on “the analysis 
presented by Government and its other advisers about either the cost of establishing 
the proposed scheme, or the financial benefits or savings expected to revenue which 
are expected to accrue”

340
. 

 
 

Assessing the alternatives 
 
Q: Will the original instructions to KPMG be released? 
 
 
Q: Will any subsequent instructions to KPMG be released? 
 
 
Q: Was KPMG tasked with reviewing the business case for one pre-determined ‘model’, or was 
it asked to review multiple options and recommend one? 
 

The KPMG Report itself states that “KPMG was asked to prepare a business case for 
the introduction of a Health and Social Services smart card initiative”

341
. 

 
KPMG also identified some alternative models, which it quickly dismissed, such as 
remaining with the status quo, upgrading the Medicare card from magnetic stripe to 
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smartcard but not touching the other 16 cards, or keeping the existing cards as is but 
changing the customer registration processes

342
. 

 
However they did not appear to consider the costs, benefits or privacy implications of 
the option of introducing a single DVA and DHS welfare benefits smartcard, and 
separately introducing a Medicare smartcard. 

 
 
Q: Has the Government estimated the costs, benefits and privacy implications of the option of 
just introducing a single DVA and DHS welfare benefits (but not Medicare) smartcard? 
 
 
Q: Has the Government estimated the costs, benefits and privacy implications of the option of 
introducing a single DVA and DHS welfare benefits smartcard, and separately introducing a 
Medicare smartcard, to maintain separation between health and welfare information? 
 
 

On-going governance, and managing project risks 
 
Q: What recommendations did KPMG make about project risks, and how best to deal with 
them? 
 

KPMG identified several “threats and weaknesses of implementing the HSS initiative”, 
including: 

• “governance arrangements which do not provide clear points of accountability” 

• the failure to address “legitimate privacy concerns” 

• function creep: “continual customisation of the card” and “adding new functions 
without a proper value proposition” 

• “overstating the benefits” and ignoring other opportunities for service reform, 
and 

• a “history of unrealised returns and benefits in many large scale projects of this 
kind”

343
. 

 
To respond to “these inherent weaknesses in a project of this scale”, KPMG then 
suggested a set of governance arrangements

344
. 

 
They recommended the establishment of a single implementation unit within DHS, but 
with a Board including the Federal Privacy Commissioner, the CEOs of the Medicare 
and Centrelink, and the Secretaries of DHS and a number of other federal government 
agencies

345
. 

 
KPMG also recommended the establishment of a wider stakeholder advisory body, with 
an independent chair, whose role it would be to provide a single point of coordinate 
stakeholder advice to the Minister, and provide advice to government to ensure 
business rules and detailed design reflect consideration of the privacy issues raised

346
. 

 
 
Q: What recommendations did the DHS smartcard project taskforce make about project risks, 
and how best to deal with them? 
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The Department of Human Services smartcard project taskforce presented the Minister 
with a range of governance options, but recommended that the Office of Access Card 
should be an independent statutory agency

347
. 

 
 

Q: Which of these recommendations did the Minister accept? 
 

On 4 May 2006 the Minister rejected the recommendation about creating an 
independent statutory agency; he decided to create the Office of Access Card as a unit 
within his Department. 
 
The Minister also rejected KPMG’s recommendations for a Board (including the Federal 
Privacy Commissioner) to oversight the implementation unit.  Instead the Office of 
Access Card would appear to report directly to the Minister. 
 
The recommendation for a stakeholder advisory body was also rejected, in favour of the 
smaller consumer and privacy taskforce. 
 
After the Minister made these decisions, the two most senior staff from the smartcard 
project taskforce resigned, with the taskforce head James Kelaher making public his 
protest about the Minister’s decisions

348
. 

 
 
Q: What subsequent recommendations have been made about governance arrangements? 
 

In July 2007 the consumer and privacy taskforce again recommended that a separate 
governing body was needed, or at least that the Office of Access Card be “subject to 
certain operational conditions” including that it should “report separately to Parliament” 
including “a clear statement of the financial costs associated with the scheme”. 
 
This recommendation was rejected by Minister Ellison.  However he said he would 
agree to create an Access Card Ombudsman and an Access Card Consumer 
Charter

349
. 

 
 

Assessing public support 
 
Q: What consultation was done on the proposal as part of developing the ‘business case’? 
 

KPMG claimed to have “consulted extensively in the preparation of (the) business 
case”.  Yet the footnote to this comment only refers to “ meetings with a range of 
financial industry representatives, including major banks and credit card companies”

350
.  

The list of people or organisations consulted has been deleted from their Report. 
 
The KPMG Report also suggests that it consulted with privacy advocates: “KPMG has 
noted and considered the comments made by privacy advocates during 
consultations”

351
. 

 
The Government also claimed that KPMG “did an extensive range of stakeholder 
consultations … (which) included detailed discussions with Medicare, Centrelink and 
the department in building up the business case”

352
. 

 
However while the Australian Privacy Foundation and other privacy and consumer 
groups were consulted about an earlier set of models by the Department of Human 
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Services in mid 2005, they were not consulted by KPMG, or the Department, on the 
proposal for a card that would be compulsory to access any Medicare or social security 
benefits. 
 
Indeed government officials later admitted that there was no “broad-ranging 
consultation” with privacy or consumer groups “in the development of the business case 
… That is a bit of work that remains ahead of us”

353
. 

 
We suggest it is disingenuous and misleading for KPMG to have written a report which 
leaves readers with the incorrect impression that privacy advocates were consulted by 
KPMG on the business case it was preparing. 
 

 
Q: Will the Government agree to a referendum on the introduction of the so-called access card? 
 

In 1987, when he was leader of the opposition, John Howard demanded a referendum 
be conducted on the ‘Australia Card’ proposal, to test the claims of broad public support 
for the proposal. 
 
We demand one now. 

 
 

Project specifications 
 
Q: How are detailed specifications for the Access Card system being developed? 
 

Office of Access Card officials gave evidence before the Senate in October 2006 that 
“”(d)etailed business requirements are well progressed and high-level architecture is 
close to being finalised”

354
.  This was before the consumer and privacy taskforce had 

even published its first report.  This suggests that specifications for the Access Card 
were being developed by the Government well in advance of any significant input from 
the consumer and privacy taskforce, as well as without Parliamentary approval or public 
debate. 
 
Furthermore it would seem that specifications for tendering documents were developed 
before all details of the scheme were even settled within the Office of Access Card, with 
the list of information that would be stored on the card’s chip, as it was published on the 
OAC website as at October 2006, still being described as “indicative rather than 
absolute”

355
. 

 
The Government also began its tendering process for building the system before the 
first Bill was even being debated

356
. 

 
 

Project timeframe blowouts 
 
Q: What was the original timeframe for commencing registrations? 
 

As late as February 2007, the Government was still claiming that registrations would 
begin as originally planned in April 2008

357
. 

 
 
Q: What is the current timeframe for commencing registrations? 
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By April 2007, the Government was saying “the latter half of 2008”

358
; by June 2007 the 

Minister was saying “late 2008”
359

. 
 
This timeframe only allows 12 months to build the entire system, between signing 
contracts and commencing registrations

360
. 

 
 

Project budget blowouts 
 
Q: What was the original budget for the project? 
 

The 2006-07 budget, announced 9 May 2006, allows $1.09 billion over four years, from 
2006 to 2010. 
 

 
Q: What is the current total budget for the project? 
 

Even before the $1.09 billion was set aside, a total of $3.6 million had already been 
spent by DHS to June 2006 on the work of the smart technologies task force

361
.  About 

$2.1 million was spent on external advisers including KPMG ($1.944 million) and 
Clayton Utz ($127,000).  This was before the $1.09 billion budget was approved, and 
came out of different funds. 

 
Since the $1.09 billion budget was approved, an additional $71.1 million was added to 
the 2006-07 component of the project through budget appropriations in March 2007

362
.  

However the Government has maintained that this money was part of the original $1.09 
billion allocation, and is merely being re-allocated between DHS agencies as part of a 
change in project management approach

363
. 

 
The estimated total project costs do not appear to have undergone any review or 
revision since the budget was first set in May 2006, even though there have already 
been significant delays and changes in scope and design. 

 
 
Q: What has been spent so far? 
 

As at May 2007, almost $42 million had been spent just on external advisers, before the 

project has even been approved by Parliament
364

.  This includes $24.3 million spent on 
the project's lead adviser, Booz Allen Hamilton, and $3 million on communication 
campaigns during 2006-07. 
 
The “communications budget” for the project in 2007-08 alone is $8.3 million – money 
that can be spent before the federal election, and before the project is even approved 
by Parliament

365
. 
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Q: What contracts have been signed even before the legislation has been approved? 
 

In March 2007, when he withdrew the first Bill, Minister Ellison promised that no further 
contracts would be signed to progress the Access Card until the legislation had passed 
Parliament.  This promise was reiterated by Departmental officials in May 2007

366
. 

 
However it was reported in July 2007 that eight new contracts, worth $730,000, had 
been awarded in the previous six weeks alone, for products and services ranging from 

software to advertising
367. 

 
The companies competing for the massive systems integration and card-issuing 
contracts, said to be worth about $350 million, have complained about the delays in the 
procurement schedule, and the millions of dollars they have expended in bidding for the 
work

368
. 
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